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BOB BURNS, MARTHA RAVE IN 'MOUNTAIN MUSIC OPENS IN PREVIEW SAT. 11 P.M., RUNS SUN.-MON.-TUES., AT ORPHEIJM
Fulton County News
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, in an effort to prnvide enlarged and will be used as the
- sid repairing of buildings, and thFOr BOU8e Breaking . in institution that will make pos- institininn in which is confined pris-
isit chase of coal during the vacation 'Cason. slide an intelligent effort to salvage oners of the type that require maxi-(111,51' law violators who are convict- mum security.
-•- -tested Tueaday atternoun by Om
luau,/ pollee tiePartment sal j RURAL HIGHWAYchargee wot house breaking. Ilasalieged to have entered the home
ut Johnson, colored, near
the swimming pool, where he stole
ladies clothing and one dollar in
cash. Preliminary hearing was
held Wednesday atoning betore
Jimige Lon Adams,' .uwl defendant
being unable to make $230 bond
was carried to the Fulton county
jail at Hickman, to it the ac-
tion ot the grand jury in Septem-
ber.
Robert Johnson, colored, was
fined for breachof peace during a
distarbance in Missionary Bottom.
A number of drunks were tried
and tined before the police court
early tins week, with lines and
costs approximating $51). 
Itasca Hillard, colored, was ill
Officers Take Negro
Before S. C'ommissioner
Joe Davis Milner, colored, was1
arrested here last week chargedl
with forgery and held pending ex-
amination before United States
Commissioner Palmer James at Pa-
ducah Tuesday, where he was
taken by Chief K. P. Dalton and
Joe Walls. The arrest was made by '
the local police department and a
secret service man. The negro was
bound over under $500 bond to
make his appearance before the
November grand jury at Paducah.
Joe Davis Milner was a WPA
employee during the flood, and he
worked on the levee at Hickman.
med Joe DavisAnother negro na
was also a worker on the same
project. The former called for his
check in payment for labor, and
received by mistake one belonging
to Joe Davis for $30.10, and later
the one for himself in the amount
of $4 20. He cashed both. forging
Joe Davis' name on one, and as a
result the federal government
started an investigation whichbrought about his arrest.
Council Approves
Neu. Bond Issue
Thu mayor and city council of
Fiut ii in session Monday nightbrought to a close negotiations for
the S45.000 water works revenuelor 1- which the body plans to is-
sac The money. which will be avail-
able about July 1, will be used to
retire outstanding indebtedness on
the water works, and to make im-
provements on the plant. Plans call
for the installation of two Diesel en-gines for power, which will 'sump
and distribute the water. ana. pro-duce current in lighting the citybuildings and the towntown white-
way
Harrisburg To Play
Devils Here Sunday
lam Harrisburg. 111. Cardinals willplay the Kentucky Black Devils atthe Kitty League Park here Sun-day. June 20, at 3 p.m These two
colored teams will mix a lot of fun
with the game, that will provide en-tertainment for all.
A Fulton roan'.; enemas seldombotSer to kick him when lies driwn:they stand aside and iet his (fiendsdo it.
The average man lives 31 yearslonger than he did in 1800 He hasto get his tases paid.
M r
PROGRAM FOR 1931
FRANKFORT. KY June 17—TheDivision • al Rural Highways hascompleted agreements with the fis-cal courts hi 107 of the Common-
wealth's 1211 counties covering workfor the 1937-38 rural highway pro-grams according to an announcementtoday by Cecil T. Williams, RuralHighvvay Commissioner.
In the entire State there is avail-
•11• f • k the 1
which began April 1. $2,595,33500,The excess of this amount over the$2.000,000 00 annual appropriation
represents various counties.
The total mileage in the programsin the 107 counties where agree-ments have been reached is listed at7.261 and the total funds obligatedis $2,097,400.00.
Police Department
Warns Chicken Owners
Due to considerable complaint be-ing made to the police departmentwarning is issued to those havingchickens inside the city limits, andallowing them to stray from theirpremises. There is an ordinanceagainst straying chickens, whichare destructive to flower beds andgardens. Chief Dalton points out,and citizens are asked to observethis regulation.
Illinois Oil Company
Adds New Truck
The Illinois Oil Company, of whichII C Sams is local agent, has justadded a new truck, which will beused by the wholesale department tomake tank wagon deliveries to cus-tomers in this territory. Mr. Samsstates that increasing of parnnage offriends mode it necessary to innovatea new truck.
Hotel Fulton Will
Hold Open House
G. N. Choate, proprietor of the;
IC TWENTY TWO
FULTON GOLFERS FULTON RECAPTURES
DEFEAT DYERSBURG MOND POSITION
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Fuller and Wulkei hoin
I Dyrnlairg 11141y...rm. tied (III medalistlemoi -. is stli RI each, while Leslie
Weeks of Funnel led local wilier,
with a score of 04.
Tabulated sciires ft II Fulton play-
er,. Well its follows:
Leslie Weak.. 84. fizarfAci Owen NH,Frank ('sit 101, All (I'll Ibibertsiiii 116,
Ward McClellan 101. Ernest Fall 139,
Leland Bugg 91. GO Willingham 91,
Bud Davis 92, Jun Geadim 93. Mow-
I Mill's 93, VI. Craddock 94, C
W Bridges 96. Robert I.:sinner 96,P T. Jones 941. I. 0 Carter 101, By-
Blagg 1117. Corky Dunn 107,Ih.beit Milford 108..1 D Hales 110,itin 111,1 lin III, Phil Purter 114
cai in the courts. 1 Inmates of the old Frankfort re-Every cell V. ill have an outside. forma-tory. which was rendered us-exposure, assuring healthful. sani- inhaintable by the flood, are nowtary conditions. This the most mod-:quartared in temporary barracks onern prison will replace the old re-Ithe oldham county prison farm.Isirmatory at Frankfort which ilapsrovIng the farm and in producingperhaps the most inadequate. una,Thoir labor IS u.,:lized in Un-wholesome prison to be found in any , food atuff which will be used in the
state. The new structure is beingletate
•
that open-house will be held Sundaynight, and the general public is in-
- sited to visit the new, modernisticbuilding which is nearing comple-tion and ready for occupany.A large. spacious lobby will openonto Fourth Street. and a stairwaywill lead to modern, commodiousrooms above. Several store roomswill be avatlable on the ground floor.George Newton Choate, Jr., andAline Choate will be in charge ofthe new hotel, and visitors will hewelcomed Sunday afternoon andevening. It will he open for busi-ness Monday, June 21. Messrs.Choate will be assisted by a matronin conducting the hostelry.
Ha Holds Young
People's Rerfrol Here
Lawrence Via, God's Bible Schoolstudent of Cincinnati, Ohio, is con-ducting a young people's revival atthe Mission, enrner Main and StateLine Streets. Services are being heldeach evening at eight o'clock, andhe is delivering some inspiring gos-pel messages.
FULTON HOSPITAL
Misses Marcia, Nell and MaryGenung underwent tonsilectomiesM Hospital.They are doing nicely at theirborne Eddings-st.
Mrs. Charles Ferguson and babyHanna Lee, of near Fulton, weredismissed Thursday.
Mrs M Batesman under-went an appendicitis operationSaturday moraing and is doing
Troy Carlisle of near Fulton un-derwent an appendicitis operationSaturday at the Bushart Hospital.Paul Hundley of Union City un-derwent a major operation at thehospital Thursday and is doingnicely.
Mrs. Carl Hastings is a patientat the hospital for medical treat-ment.
Mrs. W. H Hodge of Dukedomis receiving medical treatment atthe hnspital.
Tommie Perry underwent a ton-sil operation at the hospital Thurs-day.
BIG ATTENDANCE
AT JUNIOR WEEK
Six hundred and ninety-six boysand girls from 107 counties at therecent Junior Week at the Univer-sity of Kentucky broke all attend-ance records for this annual con-vention of 4-H club members.The general theam of the weekwas "Know Kentuck • " th be • dgirls studying the resources. indus-tries, literature. schools. music, wildlife, hospitality, parks and naturalwonders of their state. Assisting thefaculty of the university in the in-sruction were General Bailey P.Wootton, dirertar of state parks:Major James Brown, state directorof fish and game, and other stateofficials.new Hotel Fulton opposite Warner' Approximately 150 • . .trainedteamsOrpheum Theatre, stated this week took part in the demonstrations infarm and home practices There alsowere a style revue, a health con-test. and competition in judgingbaked and canned foods, clothingand home furnishingsState championships resultingfrom the week's activities were asfollows Farm practice team. Callo-way county: home practice team.Shelby county: terracing team.Grayson county; style revue, Miss011ie Frances Wilson. Madison coun-ty; health contest, Miss GeorgiaPoynter. Rockcastle county, and NeilWallis, Ballard county: canningjudging. Miss Glen Harried. Chris-tian county: baking judging, MissArbutus F.wen, Powell county: clo-thing judging, Miss Charlotte Stutsenherger, Jefferson county, andhome furnishings, Miss LorraineHarris. Fayette CountyNew officers for the Kentucky As-sociation of 4-H Clubs are GlennClay, Nicholas county. president:Miss J.ytee Cotton, Madison county,vice president, and Miss WilmaPowers, Bell county, secretary.
I. C. NEWS
Mr. J. R. MacLeod, GeneralFi-eight Agent, with headquartersat Memphis, Tenn., was in Fultonon official business Tuesday after-noon of this week.
Mr. H. W. Williams Train Master,spent Tuesday night in Memphis.Mr. W. H. Purcell. Supervisor. hasspent the most of this week on thenorth end of the Cairo District, sup-ervising work train service.Mr . Dennis Parks, General MotorCar Repairman, Grenada, Miss., wasin Fulton Monday of this week, oncompany business.
Mr. G. J. Willingham. Train Mas-ter Bluford District, spent the firstpart of this week on thesupervising the transportation work.Mr. C. M Chumley. Division En-gineer. with headquarters at Padu-cah. Ky.. has been promoted to theposition of District Engineer, withheadquarters at New Orleans. takingthe place of Mr. Gilliam. deceased.Mr Chumley will be succeeded inPaducah by Mr. C. J. Carney fromVicksburg. Miss.
Mr. and Mrs. L. Berninger havereturned from Champaign, Ill.,where they attended the graduationof their son. Ernest, from the Uni-versity of Illinois. Mr. Berninger.junior, has accepted a flosition withthe Westclox Company at LaSalle.III . as electrical engineer, and willreport for duty sometime in July.Mr. Albert Traylor, CommercialAgent. Jackson. Tenn.. was a busi-ness visitor in Fulton Tuesday ofthis week.
REVIVAL CONTINUES AT
NAZARENE CIIERCII
The revival meeting in progressat the Nazerene Church. with Rev.Chas. W. Gore of Morgantown.W. Va., doing the preaching andjRens Hobart Hendricks of Treveccal
DEATHS
Siiiiulii
W. 11. PHIPPS
W II Phil, died at his ronrn onloairth- •t Exissonii Suriiins moral-ise Sias, I :t. ot,eui;.
howl • held MI/ri-d:1y at 2 30 n'cln.S. at the11..riaxml. Funeral Mane which
were reanimate' by the Rey E M.alathis. Burial followed in Fair-v
Mr l'hipps is survived by twoboithers, Jim Phipps of Martin.Tenn • R N Phipps of Jackson.Tenn: two sisters. Mrs. Sam Ben-
nett and Mrs Charlie Burrow. faith
of Fulton
TOM ('. NEWBERRY
Torn C Newhetry died Thurs-day afternoon, June 16, une o'clock
at his home in Crutchfield. Funeral
serviugr. were conducted Thursday
morning at eleven o'clock at s
residence by the Elder J. J. Tier.
wilds. pastor of the Fulton Churcn
of Christ. Interment followed inRock Springs cemetery in charge
of flornbeak Funeral Co.
He leaves his widow. Mrs Cons
Finch Newberry. and two sons.
J C of Detroit. Mich . and Cleo ofCrutchfield.
Co lege, Nashville, in charge of theisinging, is continuing in interestand enthusiasm. These two youngmen are well worth hearing.Miss Reba Burrow, a former Ful-ton girl, hut now a student of theCleveland Bible College, Cleveland,Ohio, will preach Sunday afternoonat 2:30 p. m. Every young personIn Fulton should hear her.—Rev.S. B. Damron, Pastor.
H. C. SAMS ATTENDS
ZONE OIL MEETING
H C Sams, agent for the IllinoisOil Company of this city, attendeda zone meeting of that companyheld at Paducah Wednesday night.Plans for business activities werediscussed. with agents from allparts of West Kentucky present.
urraa, enucky where ahe will at-Speed may cause highway deaths tend summer school at Murray Statebut the drivers insist upon speed. seachersr College.
ENROLL FOR SUMMER SCHOOLMiss Carolyn Beadles left this%tech for Bowling Green. Ken-tucky where she will enroll in sum-mer school at Western State Teach-ers College.
Miss Janet Watts left Friday forK
STATE ROUTE THAT
F1' LT ON DA N E ROI 'S
Another accident occurred Tues-day morning as the result of the
state highway being routed overEddings-st. through Fulton, despitethe fact that pooests have been
made to the State Highway Depart-
ment, which has been requested to,direct traffic over Lake-st.
The truck of the Kentucky Hard-
ware dr Implement Co.. and the ear
of C. B. Cochran of Marion, Ill.,
crashed at the intersection of Edd-ings and Third streets. Mr. Cochranfailed to observe the stop sign at the
Third-st. intersection. Both mach-ines sustained considerable dam-
age, but occupants received only
minor injuries
Ice Cream Supper
Ebenezer, June 26
An ice cream supper is to be given
at the Ebenezer Church Saturday
night. June 26. for the benefit of the
cemetery. Everybody is invited to
attend.
OUT-OF-TOWN GUESTS
HONORED WITII LUNCHEON
Mrs Lela Stubblefield was hos-
mss to a well planned luncheonWednesday at her home on EastState Line. complimenting Mrs.Jimmie Koone of Little Rock. Ark.bind Mrs 0. S. Clark of Ashland.
Ky. The home was beautifully dec-
orated with flowers and a colorfulbouquet formed the centerpiece of
the attractively marked table. Cov-
ers were laid for eight friends ofthe honorees and at one o'clock alovely three course luncheon was
served.
Thursday afternoon, Mrs. 0 S.Clark was again honored 55-henMrs. F. H. Riddle delightfully en-tertained with a luncheon at herhome on Walnut-st. Van -colored
summer flowers were arranged a-bout the rooms and formed a cen-trepiece for the dining table. Daintyplace cards were laid for sixfriends of the honoree At one o'-clock a well planned luncheon wasserved.
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II lioN .., LIAINI.111:s. I1.i a aaiiik: livILI up : .1 5% hile bylain, tlic 1' 11111.11 Liege.. oileated UtiaLexinginii club there Wedneaday bythe .1./11.. is a to I.Sistnn 
. QUO U22 3UU-3Lexington . ...... 000 001 000-3Batteries: Pearson and Clunta;Staiv.ait and Keller.
Fulton also played //I LexingtonThui Way, but results had but beenobtained at press time.
FULTON 10, OWENSBORO 3The Eagles, behind the pitching((1 J(.11111i). bilig, won anothergame 'Tuesday afternoon from theUweiisborii Oilers. Iii to 3. Cooper,Eagle centertielder, led the attackoil ov.anisboru getting four safe-ties out of five trips up, a bornerun, a triple, double and a single.Halal lint a Mime run, two singles.Flinn!, scoled tali runs in thethud as Summers ongled. Coopertripled, and Gregory doubled. Onein the inurth as Hahn Int a homer,one in the sixth on a fielders!choice, an error bv Pnomell, baseon loll. and a suinie bs• Zatiter. Inthe :month Cooper iintitaed, Wil-on (I' Ii Pommel! bind Danticerred Hahn 'Angled 1..t two runs.Pinion cmicluded by s'' ring four
runs in the eighth as Long andSummers singled, Cooper droveout .. Iii ill. run and Gregory :mid-i led and came in on Wilson's high
, fly.
Owenslair., scored eine run eachin the thioi, fourth and fifth inn-legs. The first run came as Pose-
, -11 singled, Barry erred and Pose-I nell scored on an infield out. Inthe fourth Grimes drew base onballs, H. Wilson and Wise singledand successive singles by Veasy,Helves. Witchousky brought in thefinal run in the fifth.
Owensboro 001 110 000— 3 3 3Fulton... it, 101 24x--- 10 13 1
FULTON 11, OWENSItoltlii INFulton turned the tables A'ri theOwensboro Oilers Monday afternooni and won 8 to 3. The Eagles took an
•early lead in the first frame, scar-. ing four runs as Sumner gave outfour bases on balls, L. Wilson dou-bled, Clonts singled and Hugh WiseI errored at the plate. Barry and Wil-son singled in the second stanza and
, Sumner balked to score Barry. Hahnsingled, Clonts sacrificed, Summerssingled to drive in Hahn in the third.
'Fulton made its final two runs inthe fourth. Owensboro scored firsti (Continued on Page Two)
1Traffic Regulations •, .
,
I Must Be Observed
The Fulton city council has in-structed the police department totake steps to enforce the trafficrules and regulations as prescribedby ordinance for the safety of pe-destrians and motorists. Drivers ofautomobiles are warned that park-ing zones must be observed, andcars should be properly parked atall times. More attention must begiven to the one hour parking limitInn the principal dowatown busi-ness thoroughfares.
Motorists are urged to co-operate:a efforts to avoid traffic conges-tion in the business district, andin the prevention of accidents.
,Promiscuous stopping of cars in themiddle of the street or outside of
-the specified parking zones must;be stopped. If everyone will tryIto observe these regulations it will!mean less congestion and uniform
'convenience for all.
Miss Rachel Hunter Baldriclgrspending this week in Paris. Tenn..the house guest of Miss Ann Doug-las Seay She will return to herhone' on Fourth Street Friday.Miss Doris Busher( left Mondayfor Murray. Ky, whet she is at-tending summer school at MurrayState Teachers College
Mrs. Robert Bard and Mrs Wit-ham Blackstone spent Monday inMemphis. Tenn
The truth. we believe, will makepeople free but not always.
1•1114•••••
Whiskey and Watch
Recorered by Police
Just to show you that the localpolice department is on the alert,during he ball game Tuesday. apint of whiskey was stolen fromone car, and watch from another.The owner of the whiskey hasbeen found. but the identity of theowner of the watch is yet unknown.The watch is an Ingersoll in a sil-ver case, and the person properlydescribing it can obtain same byseeing Chief K. P Dalton. The stol-en items were recovered when asuspicuous character was picked upand searched.
PRE-SCHOOL CLINIC
TO BE HELD
An infant and pre-school clinicwill he conducted by the ObionCounty Health Department at Bow-ers School house June 21, at 1700P M. Children from one month ti'ssix years of age will be thoroughlyexamined and immunisation againstdiphtheria, typhoid, and small pox55111 he given if desired by parents.All parents are urged to cooperatewith the Health Department andtake advantage of this opportunityto properly immunize their childrenAll of the children in the commun-ity are urged to attend. For furtherinformation regarding the clinic,communicate with Mrs. WilliamSmith. 
.
Alt
p.
Lloyd. the Division of Public. As-
Nistance hax disposed of thousands
applications for old age mood-
ance in Kentucky, discerning the
eligibles. culling the ineligibles,
and Nettling each and every case to
the apparent satisfaction of all
parties concerned
According to a report issued thls
week by Dr Lloyd. the total num-
ber of old age assistance grants in
Kentucky for the period ending
June 1, 19341, was 31,06a. tepre-
senting • monthly outlay of $315,-000 (approximate) These figures
represent increases of 6.0611 in the
number of recipient'', and of $70,-000(approximate) in monthly out-lay over the report slimed for the
month if April
•••••••10,ore•-.....4.m. 
.1SP.1V1'.1%110!11r,..Ss1'.^`"
THF FULTON COUNTY N VVS, 1.'Ll L'I'ON. K l N I'' 'K
Intent's! Grincs in Old-
loc Henetit Payments
-
AB the V/Id of (he fiscal
draws nein, the adminusti at ion of
aid for the eligible aged men and
women of Kentucky cmitinues w oh
pronnumsed vigor. No department
of the State government, perhaps,
her labided more zealously to per-
form the task imposed upon it,
than has the Division of Public As-
sistance of the Department of Wel-
fare.
Beginning its work Nat !lenient. may recetve through the State Wet
her under the direction of Dr A y, fare agency monthly cash payments
or old•age pensione This tit the
"old-age assistance" program and
in entirely different from the "Foal
eral old-age benefits" program.
Under Om old age assistance plan
the State decides how much ig to
be given each applicant On the
basis of his or her need Whatever
the State decides to grant. the Fed-
eral government, under the Social
Security Act, contributes one-half
--up to $13 a month-or • total
Federal-Sate payment of $30. The
State may contribute more than
$15, bu the maximum Federal con-
tribution is $19.
Die tepoil lin I NI ghowtk that
for the period ending June I. 1036
the Division of NNW Aisistance
has made pante to 236 individuals
in Fulton county. fin a total of
$2.201 00 in monthly suisitstance.
--------- -- -
The Federal giivertinicnt, under
the Social Security Act, helps the
States take eine of needy aged
persons by making grants of money
to those State* which have plans
approved by the Social Security
Hoard In a State which haii an
appotred plan, needy old pet 'p
It has been demonstrated that the
only two who can live as cheaply
as one are the flea anti the dog
SPORTS .1 , llilt`C1111.1t, Sth•. I •.ii hit, to 11111114, a fipiti
Via choice mid a hit, their last two
(Continued from patio ti run, in the seventh were the (*Hui(
hit bailsman, is attentive, and no
in the third as Sunnier get on by field hit, at anthill base and liaid-1
Gregory's error, Johmein hit by o single Both starting pitchers',
pitcher and It Wiliam singled faded to last
lirimea hit a home run over the fen.! salty,' by inu ing14.
ce in the eighth with the bases em- I Mayfield 000 203 20x--7
pt) Then D. Wilson singled, Wise Fulton 800 300 000- 6
singled. but Dantic hit into a double Summers, Foglesong and liorvat,
scoring Wilson. Long, Ocher anti Chinni,
Score by innings:
Owensboro 001 000 020 1 MAYFIELD I. FULTON 0,
Fulton 411 2ou OIl. Liq Iiimhop, May field, ail.twed
Sumner. Hallett, Wise and Wise; Fulton seven hits, to blank the
Vent and (lents Eagles, 2 tit O. last llamadtty after
noon Vent, Fulton ace, gave up
oye hits, one Is hettle Mil by 0-1
Connell, May first basenum,1
in the fifth Ito nhait scored Mav
field'a till. . Ii the first I"
rT centol
OWENSBORO 4, FULTON 1
Fulton Eagle. dropiaal their
aeventli atiaight game here Sunday
Otto-main, when the Owetislea
Oilers defeoted them 4 to 1 i thot'
on the mound for the Eac'•
up 12 hits, while Jenkins ... .,.t
seven well scattered hits. Bally, .1
new catcher for Fulton, saw his first
service here, and Iteration, a itsw
pitcher front Tyler, Texas, wait in
the dugout. Fulton scored their only
run in the first when Manager Ned
Porter singled and Zanier doubled
Score by innings:
Owensboro 000 010 12d--4
!Nihon 100 000 000--I
SEAT COVER
BARGAIN
SALE
I OW9 'sWHILE THEY LAST
(lot slimmer time is here! Protect your far, your
clothes.... enjoy clean. cool comfort with these fine
quality seat covers. Better hurry! They'll go like
hot cakes at these price.! Drop by today! Take sour
pick of the beautiful patterns. We'll install them
in a jiffy while you wait! And don't forget that
vacation trip-seat covers are most important.
'ALL CLOTH COVERS"
Covers Cushions & Backs-Front & Rear
(lose-
List out
Prit•e Price
52.75 91.95
2.75 1.95
SET NO. a FITS
1936 Chevrolet Coupe
1935-36 Ford Coupe
SET NO. 100-D FITS
1936 Chevrolet Standard Coach
1935 Buick Model IS
1935 Oldsmobile Coach
1935 Pontiac DeLtixe Coach
1936 Farlv Pontiac Standard 6 Coach
SET NO. 100-A FITS
1936 Chevrolet Master Coach
1936 Chrysler. DeSoto. Dodge 2-Door
1935 Oldsmobile, 2-Door 8-cyl.
1936 Oldsmobile 2-Door. 6 or 8 eyl.
1935 Pontiac 2-Door. s-cyl.
1936 Pontiac 2-Door Tour.. 6 or 8
1936 Plymouth 2-Door. Mod. P-2
SET NO. 400-7( FITS
1936 Chev. Std. B. Master Sedan
1935-36 Ford Sedan
1931-35 Buick Sedan
1936 Oldsmobile Sedan
1936 Pontiac Sedan
1933-36 Studebaker Sedan
• • •
5.70 3.95
5.70 3.95
5.70 3.95
5.70 3.95
5.70 3.95
6.15 3.95
6.15 3.95
6.15 3.95
6.15 3.95
6.15 3.95
cyl. 6.15 3.95
6.15 3.95
. 6.25 3.95
6.25 3.95
6.25 3.95
6.25 3.95
6.25 3.95
6.25 3.95
"FIBRE-CLOTH COVERS"
To fit most any car 1936 and earlier
(OVERS CUSHIONS & BACKS-FRONT & REAR
STANDARD GRADE EXTRA HEAVY GRADE
Coupe
Coach
Sedan
List Close-Out
Price Price
Si,?.; S2.95 Coup!.
8.00 5.95 COO h
8.10 5.95 Sedan
• • •
Phone 622-Corn pick Motor Car Service
List Close-Out
Price Price
$1.85 83.15
9.00 6.95
9.10 6.95
I. H. READ MOTOR CO.
Across Street From New Factory-Fulton, Ky.
MAYFIELD 3, FVLTON O.
Mayfield won its third straight
game and second shut-out of the ser-
ies when it blanked the nalton FAS.
lea 3 to (I Saturday afternoon. Car-
roll Campbell in the box for the
Clothiers limited the Eagles hi five
well separated hits and coasted all
the way, but one Fulton rdnner
reaching third base Two fast double
plays by the Clothiers shut off
threats in the first and eighth in-
ninge.
The Clothiers scored twice in the
third when Horvat singled, was (cr-
eed et second when Campbell attem-
pted to sacrifice, Barnhart singled
and Perryman doubled.
Their third tally Came in (hi' ststh PERSONALSwhen Bray singled, advanced to tee-
ond on O'Connell's sacrifice and
scored on Baldwin's double to left.
Julien Bray, Clothier shortstop,
snapped out of a hitting slump in
this series and today garnered thiee
hits, one of them a double, in four
trips to the plate.
Score by innings:
Fulton 000 000 Pa0-0
Mayfield 000 001 00x-3
MAYFIELD nips FULTON IQ and Miss Weghorst were room-Mayfield and Fulton put on the mates at Bethel Woman's Cillege.
Alphonse and Gaston act Friday af-1 Misses Alice Elizabeth. Graceterrnoon but Fulton proved the more. Louise. and Emma Ruth Cavendar
MT. CARMEL NEWS
--
Mrs Mary Howell and little Jim
Hodge,' spent Wednesday night with
Mrs Fannie Powell
Mr and Mrs Eugene Bondurant
and family spent Sunday afternoon
with Mr and Mrs J. E. Satterfield
and family.
Mr and Mrs Stephens Smith of
near Moscow spent several days with
Mrs. Donley Wolherton.
Mr. and Mrs. II. 1.. Putman. Mr.
and Mrs. Floyd Putman and baby
were Sunday dinner guests of Mrs.
Mintie Reed
Mrs. Dean Collier and doughty
Joan, motored to Mayfield Tuesday.
Jim Bard and Miss Lillian Bard
spent Sunday afternoon in Fulloo
with Mr and Mrs. Bud Browde,.
Mr and Mrs John Dawes, Mr. and
Mrs. Jim Dawes. and Betty Bailey
attended the bedside of their aunt,
Mrs. J. F. Lewis, in M5yfield.
Sunday.
lellelillOwlemicateiramorworitio
 411111111111111111111
Vt he ha, hrell
attending thalami-hew% Embalming
School in Nashville. Tenn is spend-
ing the sentrater vacetion with him
wiIs' tot Eitilingit Street lie will re
thin to Natiliville in July to begin
the 11114111141 aioneNter whieli will 11111-
11,11111 Iii i's' itiomti Ii.
fella Jim thirilim spent Sunday
and Monday with ft ientis 111111 rela-
tives in Paidueuh, Ky
Mrs. Martha Thompson and little
Bill McMahan have been 1. failing
itt Newhein, Tenn , the guest of
NIrs Maurice Dillon
IA Albeit Robertson. %vim is
spending it vadition in Fulton yeah
his patents, Mi mid Mrs (lily Rob -
el tom, sanded a few (toys this week
in !Mounds, Ill
Mt.. Frederick Clark a Chicago,
Ill • at he liar liC4`n visiting her moth
el% Mrs Martha Thompson, is visi-
ting in Memphis. Trim.. with her
toothier, Mr Charlie Thompattn and
Mrs Thompeion.
F If Riddle spent Tuesday and
Writhe/00y in Hickman, 'Ky, on
business
Mrs 0 S Clark of Ashland, Ky •
Is visiting friends and relatives I:,
Fulton.
Miss Mary Ellen Brown of May-
field. Miss Vivian IS Smith Hick-
man, Ky. amid Miss Rome
-glary Rob-
e' ts of Bardwell, Ky , e.ill visit this
week-end with Miss idelle Batts at
her home in Fair 'eights.
Mr Be tt Wh el left Ft Itnne I' et 1 on
, Wednesday f•Jr Cincinnati, Ohio,
where he will attend a Victory
Luncheon of the Metropolitan Life
Insuraree Company at the Nether- ()
land Plaza Hotel Mr. Wheeler is one
of the 475 employees of the com-
pany to win this honor
Mrs John !lunette and children
visited in Union City Tuesday.
Miss Louise Altom has left for
Bowling Green, Ky., where she has
enrolled for sunimer school work at
Western.
Mr. arid Mrs J. Wesley Richard -
mm of Louisville. are visiting Mrs
Nell Pearce on State Line-st.
Mrs. Bailey Huddleston left last
week-end for Texas and New Mex-
ico where she will spend about two
weeks.
Mrs. J. C. Knelling returned to her
home on Fourth Street Saturday
night after spending the week-end
with friends and relatives in Cen-
tralia, Illinois.
STEHLE-GRISSOM
Announcement is made of the
marriage of Miss Betty Kelly Stehle,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. L. A.polite and bandial the Clothiers a‘spent last week-end with friends Stehle of Altoona. Pa., to Doom
iGrission of Huntingdon, W. Va., sonball game Otis!etemed practically' Jackson. Tenn.
,in the bag. The Chattiers won 7 to 6 Mrs. Joe Moritz has returned to 01 Mr anti Mrs. Carlos Grissom of
,,preniony was quietlyaftvr thy Eag1.--; had amassed a six I.,-r home in St Louis after spend -
performed Saturday, June 5, ine", I,n misplay:: and ing several daya in Fultnn. the house
• L•! ao: it
 
the Clothiers., guest of Dr, and Mrs. J. 1.. Join-. ti,. ome ..1 nit. Rev. A. L. Curry.F va,tor till. I Itintingdon First :Meth - o.tari !lire 0 in the first and famila. at their home on F.I.1-i
odist Church.or.. V. !! Gregory was inw-Fot.
I !!,111pe1 
1 
im•tV.Cen first and second , NIL la a graduate of Fin 1.y the pitcher hut there v:ria tiii ; Ntr.. Cecil Moss and daughter.'Laura Neville and Miss Carolyn tmi !lig!. School and also a gradTicoven beCrinfl was safe. Al-
!e
consecutive times and e,,ared three
r this the f:agles hit shfely 
, !
Botts, attended the baseball game of Murray State
.h. litany friendsillFull':.Teachers Col:.,i F It ta Monday• fternoon
• 
. him.
four n uo 
..1
runs. In the fourth, teattek two outs
and two on, one because of 'an er-
ror, three straight hits counted three
more runs for Fulton.
Mayfield counted in the fourth
on a double, two singles and an
cur
S THEATRE D
-Ioc All Week-
--A Week of Hits-
Sat. (only) June 19
Bob Allen
"Lou' of 1/u' Rang
also Comtqly - Seriai
TRAN
Sun., Mon., June 90-')1
. - -I
1.0SILLS I
,
4' 
I 
!
ite.ught 10f4.012
trk•that big Ficicr‘itatiOMgh
; (solved three s '01001111111
re.
4k1
0e- 40m)
...sp., CI git•t/i-
proof Iflyi 1•1
RIMED MED
WALTER CONNOLLY
lico,e1S,cl•r • 1,•n•
erwty • EdolcvdoC;a,neli
Col Mil. P ,C4VIrt
Tues.-Wed., June 22-2i
"GIRLS CAN PLAY"
Charles Quigley
Jacqueline Wells
Also Shorts
Thurs.-Fri., June 24-25
BORIS KARLOFF
"JUGGERNAUT"
Also Comedy
Bob King of Ashland. Kentucky,
is visiting in Fulton with parents
and friends.
MISS Jane Lewis returned to her
home on Tihrd-st Tuesday night af-
ter 'pending several days in Cin-
cinnati, Ohio, the house guest of
Miss Katherine Weghorst. Miss Lew-
in St. Louis. Mc).
Jim D. Stephenson spent Friday
and Saturday in Memphis, the guest
of James Wiseman at his home
there. 
John Koehn spent last week-end 
'The bride ariä igoom have beet,
visiting in Fulton 'with the latter'•
parents and will, visit friends and
relatives in Dcroit, Mich., before re-
turning to Huntingdon where they
will make their home.
Star Is Born" First
Moder!! Picture la (Nor-jolts Technicoliir Soon
Heralded as the Number I
lure rot this year and Ili114 of t
ittt.liti`St pictures id all time, "
!.;tat i Is Iloilo" atm ring Janet Gay.
nor and Fredric Mardi opens at the
Orpheiiiii Theatre a Preview
Saturday night, June 21101 and con-
tinues through Sunday and Mon-
day, Jinn* 27 211.
"A Star Is Born" is the fast mutt-
ern 'maitre in glorious Teelinicoior
anti is highly recummentied t;yi thed)itI management
Here is it picture for a... anyone toMee
.••••
Experience nue, be the best teach-
er, hut she limb any apples
On Iten (11.41:
- VOTE FOR
MYATT
JOHNSON
FOR SHERIFF -
1. 1.'11,7'0N COUNTS
lt ItoritATIC PRIMAZY
‘11:1'.9T 7, 1937.
WATCH
REPAIRING
We Repair All Kinds
WATCHES
RUNGS
CLOCKS
SPECTACLES
Prici ReaNimahh.
R. M. KIRKLAND
wow. at Crockett tiecery
opposite Browder Mill
115 State Line Street.
••••••••111111..01M1- 4IMIr 4MIM 41... •
Build NOW! Don't Wait
FULTON AND VICINITY is in the midst of the greatest
Building Era in years, due to improved and expanding condi-
tions generally. • Perhaps you, too, have building and improve-
ments ideas to carry out. Why not LET US HELP YOU WITH
YOUR BUILDING PROBLEMS.
Many people in this community have already made improve-
ments upon their property, and these improvements mean in-
creased valuation to their property. Naturally it is easier to
rent or sell when property is improved. Don't wait about mak-
ing those repairs or building that new home.
LUMBER • SASH • DOORS • WINDOWS • ROOFING
BUILDING MATERIALS AND SUPPLIES
• REMEBER THE 1.1'11REt; 11111).'VE 320
MURRELL LUMBER CO.
NEAR FREIGHT DEPOT SOUTH FULTON
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ROUTE fHREE
Mrl, I:I
III for the ilitr:t feW dill,' 4 1)111 Is bet-
ter now.
Mr J S 1:nrid visited till Mother.
Mr M F Ladd am: family in Ruth-
vine Tuesday night.
Mrs. (lholys Wright visited Mitt
Katie Cathey Tuesday afteittoon.
Mr Joe Mack Williams hair been
ill for the pail week w itli heart
trouble but is Nome better at this
writing.
L. J. Willium4 hit:, bout'
the week with his gi andnat roils, Mr.
and Mr!: J M. Williams
Junior C1111111111 V1K111.11 111:, 111;11111-
plitelltN, MI' and Mrs. law Colley
Thursday night
Mrs. Maude Cann 
 
visited Mrs.
Pernle Yates Thursday afternoon
Uncle William Yates is expecting
his daughter, Mrs. Addle Kati of
New Mexico to visit him next tMek.
Mr and Mrs Homer Croft were
in Paducah Saturday
Mrs. Aline Williams visited Mrs.
Grace Yates Saturday afternoon.
Miss Jean Cannon wan in FultonSaturday
Mrs. Mag Jones and Neva Jones
visited Mrs Eva Williams lust
Si, 10141 NIto ha Colley spent
511,1,1.1v oith then daughter, M11rs
Adio, C.11111,11,
Mr and M111.4 Bons Wilhaniti visi-
ted Mt 411141 hits J hi Williams
Sunday
M1li J 5 Ladd spent
night rind Sunday \volt Ms and Mt
Jordon Nanney
Miss Elle.i Morelock and Mr. E
wing Rowland visited Mi and Ws
Everett Williams SIIIItitIV afternoon
DUKEDOM NEWS
Mr4 Will Hedge is seriously ill at
111.1 !Horne in West Dukedom, suffer
mg from neuritis
Miss Opal Watkins Wit' MISS 1141
en Ross were the week-end guests
of Misr, Maitha May Douse.
Mr and Mrs. Powers and Nona of
Detroit are visiting their aunts. Miss
Daisy Shelton and Mrs. Carris Mar-
shall this week.
Mr. and Mrs. Hue' Wright and Mr.
and Mrs Louis Armstiong attend-
ed the ice cream wiper at Cuba
last Saturday night.
Mrs. Jamey Is ill at the home of
her daughter, Mrs Powell Webb in
Unlit-414mi. She is also suffering from
- • -
YOU ARE INVIVED • • •
o Att. the opening of the Modern, New
HOTEL FULTON
St .1 /Moo, ' ond VE.W.V;
11 .VE 20M, 1937.
This New Hotel is located on i''ourth Street,
opposite the Orphemn Thearte I will be- -
OPEN FOR BUSINESS
JUNE 21
gi'MATIZoN V% ILI, BE IN ClIAME
G. S. C110 1TE Jr.. tLGII: (110.1TE, Ilgrs.
,,:444004•1601014.440.10MNIVIONOIVW Oval. 
••••41.11•011••••••••Mliar 
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llt II I oN CoUNTY NEWS, FuuroN, KENTUCK
---wommumpilimpougascap-iftepesencescaseimmersteasvew
till ill I II
Mo4 NI.V11 Jack 44111 WON
hell mothers hediole 1'1,4 woc.k, sum
Ptiff of Kentucky !however bile ii
Moro by ing
tilt :old hits Phil 111111i1.1 NI11.111
the week end Ili Mat lilt, the guests
hits. Pat ker's parents, Mr unit
hlo: Pewit.
Mt : Alma Ilarrison and grand
dim liter Memphis are the
ut 14r mill Mrs Jim Weal Marlow! 11 tiI's 1411. 111111 %esietabl4
mat {tot 1P1 emphasized in a bulletin
SHOES REALUMT ONORIMAL LASTS
COSTS NO MORE
Looks and Wears 100' Better
DYEING — TINTING A SPECIALTY
Most Completely Equipped Shop in West Ky.
"WORK DONE THE FACTORY WAY"
SHOES REBUILT SHINED FREE
Potter's Electric Shoe Shop
Formerly lotion St. Shoe Shop
FULTON .... KENTUCKY
WELL, HERE COMES PICKLE WITH
Loads of Good News
IRISH POTATOES, New Red, 10 lbs.
CABBAGE, Nice, Firm Heads, 10 lbs._
ONIONS, Fancy White, Yellow, 1 lbs.
GREEN BEANS, Home-Grown, 2 lbs.
TOMATOES, Extra Niece, 2 Pounds
COOKING APPLES, Gallon 
BANANAS, Golden Ripe, Dozen
ORANGES, 200 Size, doz. :19c; 100 Size, doz. 59
LETTUCE, Jumbo Heads, Each
CANTALOUPES, Jumbo Size, Each
PEACHES, No. I Can, Sliced, 2 for
21c
16c
. 17e
13e
13c
20c
lie
5c
15c
17e
CORN, No. 2 Cans, 3 for 25c
KRAUT, Large No. 21/z Size, Franks Brand 10c
LEMONS, Nice, Full of Juice, 2 Dozen 37c
PEACHES, Gallon, Sliced 
.59c
APPLES, Fine for Pies, Gallon 19c
SUGAR, 10-1b. Paper Bag 51c 100 lbs. S1.95
BREAKFAST BACON, Fancy Sliced, lb. 28c
P.& G. SOAP, 7 Giant Bars 29c
ARMOURS TOM ATO JUICE, 3 Large Cans 25c
JELLO, Any Flavor, Pkg. 6c
LIGHTHOUSE CLEANSER. 1 Cans 11c
TOMATO CATSUP, Large 11 Oz. Bottle 10c
HEINZ RICE FLAKES, Box 11c
•SPRING CHICKENS AND COUNTRY
HAMS AT PICKLE'S GROCERY
PRICES GOOD FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
PHONE 10,1—PICKLE DELIVERS
PICKLE'S GROCERY
ii 1)0(1.4110M. fel the Pilltlittler farm)! tug on 41 hIlloly mode by 014
Nits, i .„„„„,m, Flow I, spent AM1li'1111111 dl 1.:XIM•111111.111 StIlt1011 it
V.I•rk •ettil o th Martha Sinipson and thP 11"1"'"ov ti KeliiiirkY lb
they atterdol the singing at the I 1,"10 in"I 12.0011, of 1"iltis 111 1hatalkil on the ',tattoo yearliCamir (hound rri Sunday
mad., im vimiting hp,. into LoolieN1111. form every import
hii Kogan.' Terrell of (71teritnut F11111 II 4411,1 vegetables are shipped
„,,h,„,i „mt,„ „tut rt.t,,,,d, „? th us 11111 ploillicing area in this multi.)
v‘cl) horn Nome foreign coontottimunity this week
We are glad to say that Kindred trivm
Winstun It, r".1"41 his ii""e gr„wth of trucking him help-
be a Eni1111'11CP. iii111' Licks, Paints
ills', the Experiment Submtation at
at Camp Daniel Boom-
, the Kentucky rivet II Jessamine
—111,tv Loialini and in the Purl
I.141..n and in Garrard county.
Reports Study
Fruit, l'egelithle ilorket 1
Th.. impottancs of Louisville a.,
•
from Murray recently has accerted ed the Louisville niarket, the bul-a 'amnion as assistant High Sc letin points out, because of the city'.
location with respect to markets in
norhern and southern states. Locat-
ed on north-wroth arterial highways
and midway between important
northern and southern markets,
Louisville is a convenient point for
the exchange to produce.
Thus the city has become the
terminus for fleets of trucks oper-
sting from the northern producing
areas and from the southern pro-
ducing areas It is noted that "this
situation provides opportunities that
probably did not hitherto exist for
Ph,' sale of locally-grown fruits and
vegetables and lays the foundation
for a large wholesale fruit and vege-
table market which will not only
serve the city of Louisville but will
supply a much larger trade terri-
tory than is reached at the present
time."
The study was made at the re-
quest of the Jefferson County Farm
Bureau,
teacher in Pilot Oak School We are
very glad to keep this deserving
young nom in our town
I understand Welch School will
be finished in two or three weeks,
and 'school will begin Aug 23 That
Is, if Prof. Wright finishes reading
"lone with the Wind" by this date
James Smoot will c;...t,ritie in
Murray College through the summer
term.
53 Counties Will Join
In II 1,nrouml
I-II Chili Exhibilinn
The inntial 4-H club district fail
to be held at Lexington Sept 1-2 is,
claimed by its hackers to be the !re-!
gest event of its kind in the world
Bluegrass and adjoining regions will
Farm youth of 53 counties in thejoin in the exhibitions of beef and
dairy animals, swine, sheep, pout-
try. baked anti canned foods, field
crops, clothing, room improvement
and other farm and home products.
M. than 32.000 in cash prizes
will 4,e divided among the owners
of wattling displays. In the county
exhibit class alone, awards total$553. County will be matched again-
st county in this class, which is a
new feature this year A Utopia club
hybrid corn show also will be a new
feature
J. Ed Parker. Fayette county agent
and general manager of the fair,
MIS secured the cooperation of many
commercial firms in sponsoring this
year's exhibit •, The Cincinnati Live
Stock Exchange is sponsoring the
entire swine show: the Cincinnati
Polon Stock Yards, the beef cattle
olow; Lexington Producers and
Cincinnati Producers, the sheep
Early & Daniel Co.. Cincinn-
ati the Krtieer & Piggly-
Wiggly, the foods exhibit and a large
art u If the dairy show: Sears. Roe-Ph.. clothino exhibits,
III) E Kahn's Sons, Cincinnati, the
stock judging contests.
Johnson Formers To
Grow StrawberNa
With 40 acres of commercial ber-
ries marketed this year definite
plans have been made for the dev-
elopment of strawberry production
in Johnson county. At least 100 ac-
res will be set next year. farmers
signing up to turn under cowpeas
and rye in preparation for setting
one to three acres each. At least
30 4-H club boys also will have a
quarter-acre or more each.
The market opened this year at
$360 a crate, most of the berries 140-
ing to Ashland. Huntington and
Charleston. Ben Niles. secretary of
the Kentucky State Horticultural
Society, and W. W. !Magill. extt-n-
sion field agent for the State Col-
lege of Agriculture. assisted County
Agent Justice L. Pidcock and tam-
ers in formulating plans for the de% -
elopment of the industry.
1-fl Club Members
To Hare 13 Camps
Music and amateur dramatics will
e featured in the programs of 13
aimmer camps for 4-H club mem-
hers from about 100 Kentucky coun-
ties. J. W. Whitehouse, state club
leader. announces. Cooperating a-
gencies include the State Board at
Health and the State Y. M. C. A.
Two camps will be held at the Ex-
periment Substation at Princeton,
and two at R.,, (1 t,,wr rq willj
ORPHEUM
"THE THEATRE OF errs"
Preriew Sat. Nile 11 P. .11
Sunday-Monday
TUESDAY
IT'S GOT MORE
KICK THAN A
MOITNT AIN MULE.'
THE sums OF "WAIKIKI
WEDDING" AT THEIR BEST
$ $ $ NITE $ $
EVERY
WEDNESDAY
SATURDAY
Jar qamommonearierms.
1..
%! thin time there tr. being held
tti Kentucky a series of tapir meet-
ings for the purpose of promoting
the pi ioduct ism oof IWIlet" Sheep
rlittlittt ill bl/til Kentucky and Ten.
titomee, it is nual, have reduced then
profits from sheep by using late
Iambs for breeding purposes
are being made to entertain
putty 'of Tennessee met, on
Tennessee Farmers See
Kentucky Sheep Shown
One hundred and eighty-four
Tennessee farmers, stockyards men,
county agents, agricultural high
school teachers and state officials,including John Goodman, commis-
sioner of agriculture, recently visi-
ted farms of sheep raisers in Simp-
son, Warren and Todd counties in
Kentucky to study livestock meth-
ods, especially the kind of western
ewes used by Kentucky farmers
The visitors were met at the stat,
line by the farm agents of the till,"Kentucky countir, and by Richard
C' Miller, extension field agent fr.
the State College of Agricultine. A .
Bowling Green the delegation %•;.
welcomed by city official, t:
Chamber of Commerce anti state of
the sheep tout in Central Kentucky
J1Il1e 25, according lea Miller The
tow v% in begin ia the Ago icultural
Expei Intent Station at Lexington
and iiiclUtly, eight iii 10 flocks in
Favutte and Ilihillutiug counties A
banquet win lie lucid that night in
1,4Pst ingitm as a i lo.ong feature of
the meetings
"NEWS ADM ISRINt ut itS"
McCORiviICK-DEERING
All Steel Thresher
A Clean Thresher and Grain Saver
IIXPFHT' thresihermen recommend the McCor-4 
niirk-Deering Thresher for ita clean-threshing
and grain-sawing qualities. Esrey detail has been
• art-fully worked out for the nowt efficient thresh-
nig of grain and many other crops.
Among the feature, of the Met :urrnlek-Deerinig
are the four-eection straw rack that effecte cons..
plebe separation of all the grain frorn the straw,
the ball-bearing cylinder, outsicie-aditietable shoe
scientifically dixtributed air blast to the
odetes, a powerful wind ',tacker and roller-bearing
stackcr fan, and Rockwood pulleys on the cylinder,
cleaning fun, and wind stacker. Two sizes-22 a 38
Lind 28 • U.
Ap.k up, to show ctia this thresher, inside and out.
McCormick Deering Store
11 alnut nit
6111111•1111111111111111111011•111•1110111111111111111111111ft
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WE'LL jOi  iUj rtL bicI.
ON NEW TIRES!
Get Ke1ly's.4RMORUBBER Tires
KELLY-
SPRINGFIELD
ARMORUBBER
TIRES
TOP QUALITY
POPULAR - PRICED
with a
ROAD HI/ top
GUARAN III,
at our Low Prices! Iz
Ir YOU %ANT t 1110•t econom-ical tire mileage you've over
bad ... jo,t coin( down to our
place! See this row Kelly tire,
get the story !whin,' it, anti our
low prices.
This new tire is different. It's
got a tread of ARMORUBBER .
tougher, liti.kier kind of rub-
ber developed hy Kelly. It just
wears and years!
We're mighty proud of this
tire and we believe you will find
that our service is the best in
town. Try us—that's all we ask.
vig
KELLY SPRINGFICI trio
011.001t../.1•
A FIRST QUALITY TIRF at SPECIAL BRAL4LI
PRICES and GUARANTEED AGAINST
ALL ROAD HAZARDS!
That we have a Tire that is surpassed by none;
That we have a Tire with a Tread Rubber that is tougher than
found in other makes of tires;
Know That we have a Tire that thousands of users have enjoyed long-
er tread life than with other make tires.
Longer tread life means but one thing and that is Tougher Tread Rub-ber, so if the Tread Rubber is tougher and we know it is — it should with-stand many more Road Hazards than ordinary tires without being renderedunfit for service.
We guarantee the regular Kelly-Springfield Armorubber Tread tires
against all Road Hazards. In doing this we are solving the problem of theTire Buyer. We are giving him the three things he desires in a tire—TOPQUALITY, PRICE and a ROAD HAZARD GUARANTEE. His days ofshopping for tires are over, for Kelly
-Springfield offers the outstandingTire Value on the market today.
We
ILLINOIS OIL CO.
IIERV4N SAMS, Arent
F'ULTON KENTUCKY
•-•••• ,-- •
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"* Socials - Personals
ALABAMA VISI'l't114S
HERE FOR WEEK-NI)
Mr and Nits. Willie l'sleClain and
son. Billie hoter. MrS. Mate Will-
iams, and Mr. Sant Roper. all of
Florenee. Alabama, spent last week-
end sit Fulton, the house guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Landon Roberson at
their home College-st
1111."" \` Mill' ('Lliti
11 Es 4. 444.110.• NI,. 'is' ‘s as .10xtessi
to .4 1,11,ige rails 1.11,1,is IHIVt
holm, "I•
!; 1; l io• • ;111,
011•1 it :Ii' S'Nth,' •
The three tables or players
were .clit which included nine
club members 55ith these three suMs•
tois Martha Moore. Nits y
JetiaLii ,I Helena
!filth Jones Al tilt.iiiiitIti
moo it it games of prow c- •is.'
contra, .core the dui,
nieniht , 55,,alit l. NIt..Betty
Norris 55 1,, i viev a boi‘eil oohoo slush
as 111iss Jones held visitor,'
high is' .11441 1\ 0:4 pl'44Sttilit'41 1141
Kern,.
Late in the eveiutig the hoot...,
liel1eti deleetaldt. solid plot('
Nt".it eel% tint club %s !live( .0
the hottle sit MisS 1.tiv N Allen in
Entl'attiale.
PARTY FOR 1111111E-Fl.F("1'
Miss Martha htoore delightfully
entertained %s nit a bridge party and
miseellativ.iiis shower Friday after-
noon at her home on hlaiden-st.,
complimenting 111iss 111ahel William-
son. 55 lio %5:11 tic mart led this 5.5 Oil-
in (Fri.1.1% ,it hve 0.,Lock.
beaiitittill5 decor.'
ated St n ,1,4'S ifpig f144%% ttri anti
t111 ,1 if \s al.., aft l'aci l‘ tly cat.
siial 4.111 III !hi. (Al It, and file dainty
bride It Wed he ...loci piece
fo, the tahle
fl'Ottl l'he Weritt ()UtiOtik."
'rite itteetItig Na$ then ehMell Anti
social hilla emoyed dining
which time the hostesses served a!
salad emus'. to sixteen legular mem
berm and one 5 1,11101*, M11.121 Nit1111111
Mi's's t'
1111.1.1.111`.01: 1111ItA
Ni' .suit
meld anti
!h.1NI
•,. Id , 1 !‘
11 , .• 11\ii MALI \
ot
ton
It'lf()N1 ST
Mr and Nits. .\ t; It
liachel
t , i heir illtnIC on le,
ia night after si
days its St. Louis, 1110
PIERCE-WATT
The following announcement
taken (ruin the 1.1nion City
engin. and is of interest to II
Fulton people:
The wedding of Miss Faso.
Pierce of this city to Preston 11.
f Fulton. Ry , was solemnized
iirday evening at eight o'clock 1,,
Rev (.1 C. N'ratlier, pastor tit
First 111ethodi:t church
V4 ail a 1.1 14 .,4.1.'1 4 4441,
The •.. I •
',why vt.t. N11, .11ethea llsi
Wirinie I '
l','11% Iti.
11111ei.
5 )11%4'. and No! ir 
\ : •.:11;i"
Vi ; 0,
41
01:at,...:4•41 in a
wedding
Delightful refieshments were sit-r-
eed by ti assoacd by Mrs.
Eunice R,I,inson
Tho- •• 111-e Car-
olyn Kir•i; MINI. fit. .ta ft Helen
King. RUIA e 13ovit Alexander. Elean-
or Ruts K..therine William-,
son, Elizabeth Williamson. Nell,
Dawn Itaitler, Katherine Taylor,'
Aimed.] Ifuddleston, Marguerite
Butts. Ruth Graham, and Nola Mae
Weaver; Messrs. Harold Muzzall,
George Moore. Glynn Williamson.
Regakold, iggiamo_n,enct the hon-
oree. IP
UNEEDUS MEETING
MONDAY NIGHT
The Uneedus Circle of the First
Methodist Woman's Missionaryy So-
ciety met Monday night with Mrs.
Maxwell McDade at her home on
Jacso-1 Street, with Mrs. Wallis
ng, assistant hostess
T. e n '.vas called to order
pre- tied over by the chairman.
Mrs. L. C. Adams. The minutes of
the previous were read and the roll
was called by the secretary. Miss
Mary Swann Bushart. The treasur-
er's report was given by the trea-
sur. Mrs. Frank Wiggins. During
the business hour a membership
drive was discussed which will
start soon.
After the business the bible study
was given by Mrs. Ernest McCollun
whose topic was "Being A Christian."
The pi ogram was then turned over
to the leader. Miss Mildred Graham.
Miss Graham was assisted on the
program by Mrs. Milton Exum who
gave an article entitled "The Story
of David Livingston And The Love
The Natives Held For Him." Miss
Graham's topic was "The True Story
Of the First Methodist Episcopal
Church." which concluded the pro-
gram. These articles were taken
sided
lit11114: I1 \\ 4 I•
the rieeretary and treasurer
treasurer reported that the offei,, ,
of this circle for the month of juts,
arnollritS of forty-six dollars.
The 13ible study leader, Mr
Mathis, gave a very interesting les
son from the txtok, "A Radiant
Heart."
After the Bible study a social hour
was enjoyed.
CIRCLE B WITH
MRS. J. J. OWEN
-*viler members attended
of Circle B Monday
afternoon at the home of Mrs. J. J
Owen on West State Line with
Mrs. A. E. McKensrie and Mr
Claude Shelby, assistant hostess.-
The chairetan, Mrs M V. lia'
conducted a very brief business
sion Mrs T Kramer gave
very interesting and inspiring less'
from thin. book. "A Rp.diant Heart
After the program the host.
served delicious ice cream and
CIRCLE C WITH
MRS. LAWSON ROPER
Mrs. Lawson Roper was hosts' 
to Circle C of the First Methodist
Woman's Missionary Society Mon-
day afternoon at her home on Wet
Street Assistant hostesses was
Mrs.. Warren Graham.
The chairman, Mrs. Hazel Scruggs.
presided over a brief business ses-
sion after which the Bible study
taken from "A Radiant Heart", WV
given by the Bible study leader
Mrs. Louis Weaks.
After the program the meeting
dismissed with prayers by Mrs. .7
C. Koelling and the hostesses ser-
ved a salad course to fifteen regular
members and two visitors.
Subscribe to THE NEWS
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-ACHE 44oS' SE YOugt
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There is a modern pleasant way to get relief from
Headache, Gas on Stomach. Colds. Heart-
burn "Morning After" and Muscular Pains.
Jun drop one or two ALKA-SELTZER tablets In-
to • glass of water. Watch it bubble-listen to it ft=
As soon as tablet is dis-olved. drink the tangy solutes.
Alka--Seltzer
Asallssesirs allhaiirrtas Irftssrvaseent Tisniona
Ten will really fish", th• tasa•-rnor• Iflisspria•
thar, titre ene,netne
ALILI-SZWILUCI. when ellimoltead in vonaar,=
loam an analosie, Meak Aeste-liancylate).
iwinwee pain, while its alkalizing agents belp cav-
rocs everyday ailments sasociawid with hyperselaIlly.
Tour druggist has ALKA -SELTZER Get a laa
or Rae Tatham on cmtt "sidiseaction-or-rnonstv-bask"
guarantee
WISE ! AllitALIZE !
VEAL CHOPS 1:11' or Lit. 19cLoin
0/2/2/2/2121212/21212,2121,1212/212/2-1-210-12-far
4011407r-
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01111)11/011.4 4,
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BREAD
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LoAk' ilJC
RYE BREAD 20 02 buti If Ic
PcI
SidiatiD
DRESSING
. 411.,1RT
21C a-- 33c
our hest . 14%411 ite tor ilastor. . .his
Is E111141 11.t.1.111" ',Mad Orcssiiim. '1•1 .1 •sr
and ask tor your free cops of the Ann P.ige I ......
let of Holly %ANNUS 1:1V11111ii. •,11:111 recipe..
100SOWS Of
Ifill11111111=111•111111111111111111111k
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(P EA NEESE 1.1.'".
.ALAI) DRESSING
MACAROhl ''" SPAGHETTI 10'1 "1".'"' 3
PORK & UEANS "'` ' "111.` ""
BEANS II LVI
11; \
K I I) .V E I BE .1 N
spARKLr GELITIN DESSEUT
L 0h' ICE (RE Ill PoWDEll
1-1';11
Qi ART .1 in lr
LB. 21c I
lOc
Llc
A riqii . vo 771,
PA(
Rt.
OBELISK FLOUR ""j" ":"'S PL '". 24 t,",, $1.09
WESSON nu Fret Eot: es Recipe:4 PI\ I 3,
L.31.V I L for Delicioux Hut 1 4 getab/es
FLOUR SUNNYFIELD FAMILY10c
I
/ V 1. P. FRESH ill' IT MARIO- I •
VEAL SHOULDElt ROAST, lb. 15c
VEAL ROAST, Round Shoulder, lb. 21c
VEAL STEAK H" `" 35c
PICKLE & PIMENTO LOAF, lb.
MAGNOLIA CHICKEN LOAF, lb.
27c
29c
SLICED BACON LB. 25c
1.-:\it )1,1:1 .\1:icar)ni-Che, Loaf, lb. 25e
MUTTON ROAST LB. 8c
TEA OUR OWN-Orange PekoeDelicious Hot or Iced
Self-Rixtng bog 12c UPOUND 7"7
21 -1h. bog Si(' BAG C
MOMMIIMMEMOMMINIIIIII.111.11
/.'i 
WATERMELONS EA. 59(
cANTALOUPEs, Jumbo Size. F:icb 1 15):
GREEN CORN, Tende r, 3 Ears
LETTUCE Fancm 2 Largc 1 5cIceberg Heads
GREEN BEANS, 2 Pounds 15c
TOMATOES, Home-Grown, Pound 10c
CABBAGE, Green Heads, Pound
BANANAS 4 "S. 17c
FIRM RIPE-GOLDEN FRUIT
NECTAR TEA
14-lb. Pkg. 15c
1/2 LB. 
JU
1 n
G
RALEIGh CIGARETTES(Plus Tax)Cart. $1.19-CLAPP'S BABY FOOD, .411 Kinds, 3 Cans
CAMPBELL'S TOMATO JUICE, 20 oz. Tin 10c-AJAX SOAP, For Dishes-Laundry, 3 lg. bars
SILVER DUST RIGGER VALUE-1f ME QUALITYMEDIUM PKG. 9c
iIj
DEEP SEA
FILLETS
Tender, Ronele,, Fish
POUND 10r
PALMOLIVE Toilet Soap. 3 bars 17c
st PER SUDS, Blue, 2 lee. pkg. 35e
PER-SUDS. Red, Nied pkg. 9c
I% ALTINE, Food drink, Med. 29c
IlEATIES, Pkg. 10c
LADY BETTY French Dressing.
Bottle 9c
JEWEL Shortening, 1-1h. ctn. 16c
SWEET PICKLES 24-oz. jar 19c
MUSTARD, 2-11). Jar 10c
UPTON'S TEA. is-lb. pkg. 23c
CERTO for Jellies, bottle 21c
BRILL-0. Pkg. Re
WRIGHT'S Silver Cream, can 19e
BAB-0-CLEANSER, can 12c
SUNBRITE CLEANSER. 2 cans 9c
ALP COFFEE
Cool off whk a toll, frosted gloss of Iced
ASA CON,. Ws more shoo just cooling to
pope vow ins- gives you new anistgy to
v*oeth. h•ot And it hot 011 of its floe,
/Soo Atener, b•cous• every pound is frs•hfy
ground Bun' light O'Cleak
CON* co ells low priost
25c
We
LARGE PKG. 19c
EIGHT O'CLOCK "ag ;;" I.B. 19c
RED CIRCLE Coffee. lb. 21c-BOKAR COFFEE. lb.
(f).F ati&P FO D STORE
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Four free picture shows will bepresented its part of the county next
week These pictures will be enter-taining as well as educational andsuitable for every member of thefarm family to see. The soil Conser-vation Service is presenting a pic-ture at the Woman's Club building,Wednesday, June 23rd at S o'clock.This picture will be in charge ofWilliam Morgan, Agricultural En-emeer for the Corwervation Service.• • • •
The Farm Bureau is sponsoringa picture titled, "Poor Mrs. Jones,"which will be shown at the follow-". ing schools at 7:30 o'clock, Crutch-field. Thursday, June 24th, Cayce,Friday June 25th; Palestine, Satur-day, .lone 26th.
• • • •
The members of the AgriculturalConservation Assn in MagisterialDistrict one elected Charles Wrightas chairman of the cotnmittee andErnest Carver, Joe Bowers as themembers iif the committee for 1938.
It Other elections will be held Lsfollows 11111 section of '), t 3 at
.
IT
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SUBSCRIBE FOR—
Counmerrial-AppealLouisville Courier
-JournalMuisville TimesSt. lands Post
-DispatchSt. Louis Globe DemocratChicago Heraid-EssminerChicago AmericanChicago Tribune
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Something
To CROW
About
The 1937 farm Inas lict will provethe I tidiest since the ;anti., slays
141..S1 Week Gain ovt•r 1936 is antic
mated at 10 percent or niore whichtoritir, 0 11S1` of close of $Hoomiar.000, iii mu ti till 41f noire than $8,500,-000,000. Agriculture's high occurredin 11129, with an income of almost$10,500,000,000; its low in 1932—$4.328,00U,000.
This year's increase will be theresult of several factors: I. Largerharvest. in most crops; 2. Heavierconsumer demand, due to bettertimes; 3. Governmental benefits;4. Shortage in livestock, which willbe reflected in higher prices.No business news of moment hasappeared lately. Most industries,when seasonal adjustment is made,are doing well. Construction con-tinues to rise, particularly in thedoniestic field. Sale of electricalequipment, air-conditioning units.and similar articles are thus on theup.
The price picture is relatively un-changed. It is believed that therewill be major advances this year ina few fields, but not in all by anymeans.
Rotations a Simple
Wag to Control Ilim.ase
Clop rotation is a simple way tokeep plant diseases under control,hut one of the best, according to U-nited States Department of Agri-culture crop specialists.Rotating a wilt resistant variety offlax with small grains and corn isone exmaple. Flax, although grownlike a small grain crop, belongs to afamily id plants 1.4 manly separatedfrom the grass family to whichwheat, oats, barley, rye and cornbelting, and it not attacked by thediseases that injure grains.Flax has its own diseases such asrust, wilt arid leaf spot, but thesein turn do not atack small grains. Avariety of flax susceptible to wilt,however. must be grown on cleanland, as ordinary rotatadis do notdestroy the wilt orgarti•nt in flax-
-rid: soil.
Nlany ilveases rotion are check-ed by growing other crops In cottonfields in Texas, where root rot isserious losses may be reduced by ro-tating with grain crops and by deeptillage Cotton wilt is one disease,however, whcih has not been suc-cessfully checked by changing cropsthough rotation with soil buildingcrops in an important supplementalfactor in decreasing will damage andincreasing yields Wilt has been
DR. SELDON COHN
302 Walnut St., Fulton. lis•
Eye, Ear, Nose, Throat
SPECIAL
ATTENTION
To the accurate fitting
of eye glasses.
OFFFIGE HOURS:
9 to 12 A. M. 1 to 3 P. M.
PHONE 286
Day antr day, we hear complimentary re-
marks about our Flour and Feeds. We are proud
to hear those remarks, for we realize that com-
pliments—such is those—are merited proof of
the satisfaction our products really give.
WHY NOT GET THE BEST—ASK FOR
FLOUR FEEDS
Queen's Choice
Browder's Special
Superba or Peerless
MADE BY
Big Boy Scratch
Baby Chick
Biddie's Choice(laying mash)
Browder Milling Co.
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Ninety-eight percent of the intend-ed tobacco acreage in the westerndark tired district (Kentucky andTennessee), is in the field, a surveyby tobaeconists showed today.This year's acreage, although only2 5 percent above the plantings of1936, is expected to yield 8 percentmore tobacco, due to better standof plants now growing, the eportsaid.
Last year tobacco was cut from30,500 acres in the district, and thegrowers were paid an average of$9 10 per 100 pounds for the crop,while the 1935 average price was$7 40, when growers harvested 32500 acres. Last year's dark fired to-bacco production in the western dis-trict tiit,,!ed 23,225,000 pounds
-
Thu South ',cads in
Soli s Increase in April
average sales in smallto.vi: and rural areas for Aprilshov,s1 a larger increase in theSouth than in other parts of thecountry, as compared with April.1936. Reports to the Louisville Dis-trict Office of the Department ofCommerce, based on dollar value ofrural chain store and mail ordersales, indicate that sales in the Southwere 18 perrcent above April of lastyear. The other three regions rec-orded gains of bewteen 7 percent and11 percent each An increase of about101-2 percent was shown for thecountry as a whole.
More Workers On
Kentucky Payrolls
LOUISVILLE, Ky., June 16—TheAssociated Industries of Kentuckysaid today re-employment in Ken-tucky has "progressed with suchvigor that the manufacturing indus-tries some clearly to have moreworkers on their pay rolls todaythan during the boom year 1929."
"There are strong indications," theorganization reported, "that all oth-er employers in the state combinedmay soon be meeting an aggregatepay roll matching in size that of
any previous peak."
Based on reports from 185 Ken-tucky employers who participatedthis month in a re-employment sur-
vey conducted by the Associated In-dustries, the organization's summarydiscloses there now are 62,041 per-
sons on the pay rolls, as compared
with 52,826 a year ago.
The report says the 1929 total was58.569 and that of 1932-33 the lowpoint of the depression. 35,521.
Figures compiled in the surveythe report continues, indicate thatindustrial and business employmentin Kentucky is 5 9 percent higherthan in 1929, while the number ofpersons employed in manufacturingis 9.1 percent greater.
Answering the survey question-
naire. 66 employers 142 in Louis-
v,11‘..) said they had encountered a
shortage of skilled labor. Forty-six(21 in Louisville) replied they had
not. The shortage was noted princi-pally by manufacturers.
Another report indicating a pick-
up in private industrial employment
was issued by the Kentucity StateEmployment Service and the Na-tional Re-employment Service,which announced such jobs had beenfound for 3.2C2 Kentuckians duringMay, a gain of 120 per cent overMay 1936.
The placementh were listed by dis-tricts as fellows
Paducah rs; Owensboro DM;Bowbng Green 80; Louisville 1.011;Covington 177; Lexington 891: Som-erset le; Newport 363; Ashland 419;Middlesboro OS; Pikeville 134
Includirsi public works jobs, totalplartments were 5.7'78; in May MSC Ithey were 5.384 Private job. com-prised 55 percent of the total, anincrease of 27 percent.
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Lodge 1142, BPO Elks was In-stituted lit leldloti, December 29,1909 by Smith T. Bailey, districtdeputy Grand Exalted Ruler for theWestern District of Kentucky witha chartered membership of 42. Soonski-ward the lodge selected a sitefor their club building, which is oc-cupied by the lodge today. Dr. W. ESimmons was the first exalted ruler.It wan succeeded by W T. Ander-son, Ed C Pasehall, Jas. L. Whiteand others.
The radio people have explainedall of their sound effects exceptthe sound of sugar in the announ-cer's voice.
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At Year fourreite Drug Sc,...
Even back in 1910 Fulton held aJuly 4th celebration, and several ofthose new-fanglesi, odd-lookingautomobiles were in the parade.
At that time the Board of Edu-cation was composed of ex-mayorW. F'. Felts, chairman; P. II. Weeks,Joe Browder, C. E. Rice and W. ATerry.
Goalder Johnson, who has longLinen a figure in county politics, wassheriff of Fulton county at the ageof 26. Dora M. Smith was superin-tendent of the county school system,being the first of her sex to hold theposition W. A. Naylor was servingsecond term as county judge. J. W.Roney was serving his first term ascounty attorney. S. T. Roper wasserving his second term as clerk tothe Fulton county court. CharlesBeadle- serving his first term
BEAUTIFY YOUR
HOME
WALL PAPERS
7e is 8e Roll UP
PAINT 11.65 Gallon
Estimates Made
and Contracts
Fulton Wall Paper &
Office Supply Co.
Phone 149 304 Walnut St.
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FOR JUST A FEW
CENTS A DAY
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.1 .1 (linen was supermtendentut the Illinois Central Systeni, hav-ing beets transferred here fromNew Orleans June 27, 1903, J. BAlvey was chief tr:min dispatcherH. W. Williams, now superintend-ent, was a tram dispatcher. L. SPhillips was the ticket agent. JakeHuddle-slim was round house fore-man Mace McDade night watchmanJ. C. Cheek was superintendentof the city schools, and also pressdent of the Farmers Bank
Fulton had piectiii lightand power plant, which was ownedthen l's' 3 II Hooks The plant WW1estatdistied tine in 1595. when theout street lamps were ielegatestthe pink heap The ;dart buildingwhich still stands. wa erected in1900.
In 1911 the Fulton County FairAssociation was established, withSi capital stock of $10,000. The of-ficers were: Dr. J. M. Alexander.president: Hayden Freem.ln, secre-tary; C. E. Rice, treasurer Directorswere—Tom Franklin, Arch Huddles-ton, Oswald Croft, Jack Hall, GuyHoward. Bruce Renderson and Char-lie Brann.
is? 111`111, pion
eligri automobile,
 declined nomSitu sIt to April according to ma Ipportto the Louisville /mini( Office ofthe Department of Cortimerse Salesin April well. at just about the ramielevel ris Ain't. 1936, and about 22peicerit greater than in Atoll, 19:15!holy 4.V1.11111441. 14111.14. W/111010 season-
al adjustment, deereuried about 3pi nem from Mulch to Avid
The dollar volume to retail fin-ing of new pay-04110i
show.. decieic.i. of 11 pet cent for themonth of April competed withApril, 11110, unit .itt int iewor, of 47',vireos iiimpiiied with April, 1935.
* Me aasiegate volume for the firstfool months of this year was aboutIli percent above the first fournointlo: of 1936 and about 52 percenthigher than for the correspondingperiod of 1913
ROUTE FOUR NEWS
Mr Elbert Stone of Hornbeak,Teri II , spent the week-end with hisniother, Mrs Etta Stone.Mrs Trumann Scott of Rockford.III arrived Sunday for a few daysvisit with relatives here.Mrs. Lowell Irvine visited herfather. Mr. P B Via, near FulghumSaturday night and Sunday.Warren Clapp of Fulton visitedW B. Finch Sunday afternoon.Mrs. Leslie Irvine is ill with meas-les.
Miss Wilma Phillips spent theweek-end with Miss Mary Hodgesnear Crokry.
Mr. W. B. Finch is improving lif-ter being quite painfully injured ina fall last week.
The Homemakers' Club met at the
, home of Mrs. William Kirnbro onThursday afternoon. There was agood number present.
"NEWS ADS BRING RESULTS"
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By Using
JAMES B. CASEY'S
HAIR RESTORER
Sold on a Positire
Guarantee
Itestnres hair to its natural
color. and will positively curedandruff and eczenia.
Come and get a trial bottletoday for 60c on our money-back guarantee.
JAMES B. CASEY
BARBER SHOP
Hair Cut 25c
Shave 15c
Automatic Range Operation Saves Muck 'Time
and Work in Preparing Meals—A Blessing inSummer Weatker .
DIGHT After breakfast put your :neat, vegetables, rolls,IN,. pie, etc., in the electric range. Go away for hours.\\ hen you return you'll find your dinner ready to serve,..piping hot . perfectly cooked ... nourishing . tasty.Because it does not use fuel, electric cookery keeps yourkitchen cleaner and safer, and cooking utensils free ofsmudge. There is no smoke, soot, ashes, fumes or matchesto bother with. Thick oven insulation prevents heat waste,keeps the kitchen cool, and—with cheap current—assuresrad economy.
More than 1,250,000 American housewives say electriccookery is best. Come in tomorrow and let us explain why.
REDDY KILOWATT
row sketrosel germ*
KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY
--"*"•'",willaNnelialiMMWOMilftliostwOarawromitainisworg..- -
ABS TROMPSON, Netrager
1
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The Fulton ('014Itty N't
J. raid Busbart, Ntau. Editor
PUBLISHED EVERY 1.1(11),‘
Bintered as second clam matter JuneSS, 1933, at the post office at Fulton.
Wader the act of March 3, 11171 I
IOBITUARIES, Cards of Thanks.Business Notices and Political Cards
charged at the rate of le per word.
Subscription Rates Radius of 30miles uS Fulton $1.00 a "ear Kla-
where. $1.041 • year
POLITICAL
ANNOUNCEMENTS
The Fulton County News la math
orized to announce the following'
candidates for the various offices,
subject to the action of the Demo-
cratic primary in August, 1937
Foi County Attorney
WOOD C. TwroN. Ir.
For Sheriff
WALD MCLELLAN
For Represeittative
W. L. HAMPTON
R. Election
HARRY LEE W ATERFIELD
For Magistrate of eo.t Dein ,et
C. 3. BOWERS
Fur County Court Clerk
CLAILDUI L. HOLLAND
For Tax Commissioner
J. P. Jarragss
A RIG FRUIT YEAR
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vs. UNIVISUME TAXIES
"It would be an excellent thing
If wine of the many taxes now lev•ied Indirectly were pioniptly wrap-
ped in fapor of direct personal taxes,
even on the smallest incomes." says
the New York Times. 'That wouldgive us an electorate with a greater
mite of responsibility in the matter
of public finance, and legislatures
with more backbone in the matter
of retrenchment."
The persistent belief possessed by
auditoria of citizens that they pay notaxes whatsoever became, their in-
comes fall below certain "Incometax exemptions"- -coupled with the
attitude that "the rich guys have to
pay"—has bird an almost callousdisregard for government spending.Direct taxes constitute • minorpart of government income, whileindirect On food, clothing,drugs, amusements—everything webuy and use— fall proportionutelybra% ier on the poor than on the wen-to-do, because there are fewer of thelatter
The News' suggestion to have di-
rect taxes supplant some of the In-direct taxes, is an excellent one. Un-fortunately our lawmakers always
eye suet, ideas with enmity, because
of their potential political riecercus-
mains. But the fact remains that aUof us pay taxes, and that persons of
moderate means are proportionatelythe heaviest taxpayers. This shouldbe constantly repeated and em-phasized. Eventually it will sink in
on the voter and then he lawmak-
ers will act.
SLOW DOWN AT SUNDOWNA new slogan is being offeredto motorists of America by safetyIn his country where dust storms experts, and if they will adopt at , i„and abide by it there wall be a far point out the falsity ofand druuths and floods and insect happier story to tell when thi:.Isuch claim by stating ihat fin the
pests are of common occurrence its year s deaths and acidents air last three years the crop has beennext to impossible to predict tie- counted. 50,000.000 bushels below domesticcurately what kind ot fruit crops "Slow down at sundown" is the new safety slogan. and v.l needs each year and this countryien
to expect. But at the close of May 
has been forced to import wheat.reports from all sections of the coon. rtorists around Fulton realizetry indicated that housewives can 
dt eatiti.iti0inpement of all 
occurred
dautto acct. I They say a ci-op of 854,000,000 bu-
‘4,e.ip.veen labels, as now predicted, will still be
prepare for plenty of fruit, of a:- sundown and sunup they it. Wi see ll short of domestic demand. thus in-
most every variety, for canning pur- the wisdom of obeyings-mare cars on the highways thanuring a good price for the grow 
poses A mild winter was general
throughout the country. While this thbeisforewillwItteh :
le 
eer:, 
es 
indication
in a way encouraged insect pests it bag year In the nation's ltdsr r-oury;also proved of value to fruit trees with the undeniable fact that driv-of every description. An unusual in has become more dangerous
,isithee the drunken driver has beenabundance of moisture duringfirst three months of the year  11415 
".71 added to the list of hazards; whenall these things are taken intod
 con-also ed  serv to enhance the outlook,' siderat.ijm it's pretty dso all in all, taking the country u a who spurns the new.
 slogan 
driver
whole, there should be an abundance continues to lot as fast a pare atof fruit for canning and preserving !lightt as he is accustomed to in thepurposes, Old-timers say that g od aicome
 now
time in the past '1'114. only luipt. of'keeping down the death total Neel
dent ride. - even now 13 pereentgreater than for the MUM` periodlaid yea, will be through the use
of PVVII greater care in driving
Even then here is no arantee
Slowing down to nioeerate, yen
sable speeds after sundown, or
avoiding night driving altogether
where it is not abeolutely neces-
sary, is about the only way left to
reduce the eational auto death tollUnless each and evety driver re-
solves here and now to do so sve
may Prepare I.. read the mootgruesome lot of figures at the close
of 1937 that American newspapershave yet been called upon to pub-lish
that the 'afield driver will escape.
until the fall months
I'M A NEW WOMAN
THANKS ID PURSANG
res,Pursangeontains,in properlybolan,...,1 proportions, such proven
elen •- organic copper and iron.Qaii eiseilate+ apeetite and Aid-
Nature in building r,11, red ble..1
c+en in cases of simple 3Tletni3.‘i'llenthi. happens, energy and orennth
return. You fed lilse ilea.
•• PUT'. frinl %our dit1;.,jst.111111111111111001111111117111//fOoritt
There's Economy in Having
Your Car Properly Reconditioned
The new spring season demands that you have your car
pietely equipped to render competant repair service that will
thoroughly checked and reconditioned, and our shep is corn-
aseure you of greater safety and more mileage from your auto-
mobile. Our business has been built upon the satisfaction given
our customers.
Let as give your car a thorough going over before you start
on your vacation, or that long business trip.
BEAR WHEEL and CHASSIS ALIGNMENT
Saves Wear and Tear on Your Tires and Car
Brady Bros. Garage
THE WHEAT OUTLOOK.
Government forecusts now assure
us that. barring unforeseen diffn
coition the winter '.t heat crop in
the U. S. for 1937 should be the
largest for many years. The De-
pa.tment of Agriculture estimates
It now at 654,000,000 bushels Add-
ed to this will be the spring wheat
crop, which, though there is no
certainty about the prediction at
this time, may amount to 300,000,000
more bushels. So as things now
stand the nation's wheat crop this
year is going to be huger than at
any time since 1919
There are tat be found around
Fulton to, doubt some to contend
that a bumper wheat crop does
not meim biotin times for the rea-
son it will serve to drive down
prives and producers will be no
better off. Giivernment experts,
ers. If there should be more than
is needed for home consumption,
there is always an export market
to take up the excess production.
It's cheering news, this predio-
tion of a bumper wheat crop for
1937, and here is hoping that it
comes true.
NOW TO MAKE FRIENDS
If you would have friends_yoU
must show yourself friendly Veryfew people are able to resist the
steady shine of friendliness. By and
ey they will unbend and like you_
If they do not, you have not lost
anything, and the effort you hese
put ineat has done you good. If any-
one you have to do business with
is grumpy, fault-finding, jealous,
suspicious, or sarcastic, do not let
that pedson induce you to imitate
him. Don't fret. Don't antagonize.
Don't hit back. Life is too short.
Most of such nasty tempers disap-
pear after a while in the sunlight of
friendliness. You don't have to grin
all the time. Just keep friendly and
good-natured It will create an at-
esophere around yourself in which
it will be pleasant to live, and in
which you will he much happier at
your work.
FIRE ON THE FARM
According to the National Fire
Protection Association, farm fares
cost the U. S. $100,000,000 and 3.500
lives in 1936. Including both tarns
and rural communities, the toll is$270,000,000.
Fire is a serious menace on the
farm—vastly more serious than to
the average city or town resident
Modern engineering has brought im-
proved roads and science has
brought better fire-fighting equip-
ment. But with all this advancement
there have come new risks and new
fire hazards from such causes as de-fective electric wiring, incubators
and brooders, oil stoves, water heat-
ers, careless storing and handling
of gasoline and kerosene so that wedo not seem to have made much
actual reduction of total losses fromfarm fires.
The season for getting out in the
open is again here. More camp fires
will be constructed in the woods
and along the highways as more
;motorists seek a touch of outdoorlife And every fire that is made inthe open will carry a certain amount
of danger to forests and fencing andbuildings—and human life. There is
no way to prevent the making of
campfires, and no one wants to 0
so. But there is a way to handlethem so they will not prove destruc-tive. That method is through care
and common sense. Let everyone
who makes a fire outdo3rs guard it
carefully, and make sure that it is
completely eytinguished before leav-ing it Only in that way can our ruralfire loss be reduced in 1937.
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yeti will be thankful for the agars,'
twisty ill strengthen them
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GOOD-NY! CABOOSE
With the railroads going crazy
over "streamlining," it will not some
as surprising news to the average
Fulton citizen to learn that "the little
red caboose behind the train" has
also come in for a share of it. Sev-
eral of the big railroad systems are
removing the little old tower fromthe top of the calmose and installing
"bay windows" on each side Hemthe brikeinen and conductors can
lilt in comfortable, upholstered
chairs and watch for the tell-tale
smoke of a hot-box or the stream
of sparks indicating it binding Makebeam. Safety 'doves will enable themto cook warm meals as they ride,%slide electric refrigerators andleather magma easily convertibieinto beds will supplant the old-time
woodeti benches that served as seats.And KO, in this modern age of science
and invention, another old traditionpasses The "little red ceboose be-hind the train" is to join the longlist of other old-time memories,
while time marches on.
THE CIRCUS PARADE
The surest sign that a Fulton manis getting old climes when he nolonger takes interest in treeing ortalking or reading something aboutthe circus That being the ease, if hestill feels the spirit of youth he will
rejoice to learn that this newton prac-tically every circus on the road, withthe exception of the biggest one ofall, has restored the old time parade.Auto truffle compelled the abandon-
ment of this solorful part of circuslife a few years ago But when theparade was abelished ,,metiting
ent out of the circus that couldn'tbe replaced. The circus lost muchof its glamor, and ale much of itspatronage Now the mistake is be-ing corrected. Now the rumble of thecircus wagons and the blare of cit.-cum bands and the screech ef thecalliope is again a part of the rir-cus. circus business is better than ithas been for years, and everybodyis correspondingly happy A circu,isn't a circus without an elephantand a parade. The circus peoplefound that out, and they are dis-playing good judgment in keepingthat in sight.
CONGRATULATIONSWe have just perused a copy ofthe special edition of the HickmanCounty Gazette, published by HarryLee Waterfield at Clinton. It is com-prised of 58 pages, in which werepresented in interesting form, thehistory, af tivities and achievementsof the people of that county.
Congratulations. Harry Lee. Andthe fine way in which the citizensand merchants have contributed inarticles and advertisements deservecommendation. It is such spirit thatbuilds a community.
Another bed feature of the divorceevil is that you can't keep it cooknow even by marrying her
ABOUT ADVICE
You may disregard advice, but
listen to it. Don't sneer at it, no mat-
ter what the person is that offers it.
Even the worst advice--not neces-
side of a question A clever and suc-
cessful merchant once said that he
always wanted advice—not neces-
sarily to follow it, but to help him
make up his mind If you have time.
listen to everything everybody has
to say. If you haven't the time, al-
ways listen to anything that is pre-
sented earnestly and intelligensly,
whether or not it agrees with your
present opinion. You -nay find it
nedessary to change your opinion
NOVS1 AND CRIME
all 14.) at a ha,)
191(1.111HW. thew to A
ntiale t‘1111 the Itov Siseits or it like
oi goon-anon whelio•vi it 15 portend,
tor the boys to alit so, will be in-
, lei eated in all 111111outwyment by (pd. , motion
I twat secret servier authoritien on the
subject They say the percentage of '
juvenile crime in America is far less
ScoutsIII communities where Buy
;mat similar organisations are main-
tained than in those communities
which either discourage such or.
ganlaettons or fall to take any inter -
1 est. "If we are to prevent crime."
gays one federal investigator, 'VIP
must begin with the high chair in-
stood of the electric chair." Com-
batting crime is a responsibility of
all citizens, and not merely of law-
enforcement officers, none who
help the boys of this country to grow
up into useful, law•abiding citizens
the helping to prevent crime mad
there can be no doubt but aiding and
encouraging the Boy Scouts and hi
organizations Is an excellent way
go about It
,
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Sunday is the day you are re-
noodi.ii mistekes- 4.1ther by
baffle cup
Nap mutter leo+ intuit money
I talka," asaert Iliti gess Willutuni,
I "no one 41 ever bored by its cony4.4 4--
A aoiiiim makes love with her
eyes, a titan with his lips and a
darned fool with paper and ink
The only safe way to do something
without attracting unfavorable at
tentlon and a lot of comment is togo fishing.
If ministers gave us sermona us
trashy as the shows some people
wild over not even the janitor would
stay for the benediction.
Many a bachelorsiiip has been
wrecked by • permanent waive
"By studying the ails in a house-
keeping magazine," asserts Bob
Binford, "it Is now possible to dis-
cover everything needed in a inielern
kitchen exeept it good cook."
BRING RESULTS"
• Picked Up About Town gOrti)(X(
Herman Sams says when a fat
woman steps on the scales she al-
ways experiences a sinking feeling.
"It stacks up iabout like this," dec-
lares Leon Flondurant "An optim-
ist hits no money and a pessimist
iy
CRICKS
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Thrifty Home-Owners
PROTECTED!
HOW much have you invested in your
home? A sudden ripping windstorm; a disas-
trous fire ... what would it mean to you? The
protection of adequate insurance should be of
irst importance to all thrifty home owners.
Let us examine your policies and advise
a to whether your home is fully protected.
PLAY SAFE -- INSURE
Atkins Insurance
Agency
LAKE STREET PHONE NO. 5
 „dmommoh.
ELECTION
Time Drawing Near!
PLACARDS
CANDIDATE CARDS
POSTERS
CUTS FOR PICTURES
BANNERS
Anything for the Candidate!
The News Printer
ALL KINDS JOB PRINTING
PHONE 470
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"Nee • HAS TIMED 150
 MILLION LIVES'
WATER VALLEY Ni-WS
Miss Belie Pal Mt Is dangerous-
ly III.
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Glover returned
to their home In Minntspolls, Minn.
Helen MrAlister has reenveredfrum an operation fury art obsess Inher nose.
Mrs. Kimbro is visiting her daugh-
ter Mrs Clara Yates.
Memorial services were held at
Camp Beauregard last Sunday.
Drum unit bugle crepe front Pont 26
at Mayfield were present. Mr GUS
Alexander WWI chairman, and Mr.
W II Crowder Was main speaker.
Mrs. Pearl Plrtle is worse at this
time.
Mr. Mabry of Hickman filled the
pulpit at Methodist Churrelt Sunday
nee-fling
Mr and Mrs Mobley unit child•
ren visited relatives in the enuntry
tins week
Bro. MeCrixtlnin had an attack of
appendicitis lust Saturday.
Little Bettie Joe McCastlain spentSunday with Ilelen McAlleter.
The revival at Mollitsilst Churchnrio,,, the fourth Sonday wlthts tiroMarvin Yates of Memphis assistingMr Huller, Wt and W T Cloy.04 are working in May field.Mrs W T Closes and daughterere spending the week with MrsRufus Sellars
Mr. arid Mrs Harold Aldridge arereturning to Paducah Thursday.Mrs. Gertie Boyd and son are via-. iting in Mnyfiell.
Mrs. Lela Bard visited her moth-
•AINIIINNAIII•01111•41•0111•IPA.411011•0111/110.111.1.A.........
TUE FULTON COUNTY NEWS, FULTON, KENTUCKYI luiiIt Iii VI II 1
MI and Mt ti 1.11.1-4 Wilson, NI;
sold M1114 (.11401. 1144M10, 1 oill 4 1111400411
NLII 111,1, 1.411 4•%, ii, siuui
lit 111t111114111 (OM Weilneptilay night.Mr. Henry Crass has mete/mei Next Sailiday night is 11H` UMI1411how a recent Illness. hinging et Water Valley. Several
quartets are expected to attend.
Mr. and Mrs J C. Hicks have to
etrned to their horne in Memphis
in Memphis after a brief visit with
Bull parents in Water Valley
ENON NEWS
-----
Clevla Bard and Ruth Hampton
are visiting in Frankfort this week
Maloy Maris and Alberta Bard
went Weddtersday nite with Mrs.
Kate Maria of Beelerton.
The ice cream supper sponsored
Friday nit was a success
Mr and Mrs Robert Hurd of Mem-
;dile Tenn , visited Mt and Mrs
Albert Bard and family Saturday
afterni)(m.
Miss Helen Pharis ?pent Friday
nitr with Milloy Phnris and attend-
ed the ire 'Tram supper.
Mr and Mrs. L T. Marls and
fetidly were the Sunday guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Pharlit and
family
Will Weethersitoon of Inidticali
spent the week-end with his par-
ents.
Jot. Bard is on the pick list this
week.
Regina McAlister was iii Clinton
on business Wednesday afternoon
Durwood McAlister ;Ind DavidPhelps returned Saturday from Lex •ington where they hays` been at-tending! 4-11 Club Junior Week
rake 
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Fulton's GREATEST
Advertising Medium
Fulton News
Only those who advertise in the Fulton
County News know its real worth as an adver-
tising medium. It goes into more rural homes
than any other medium in the Fulton trade terri-
tory. The News is doing more to bring trade to
Fulton than all other combined sources. The
News is recognized by the people of the sur-
rounding country as the best community and
farm paper published for this territory. It con-
tains not only home news, but carries a lot of
features, such as a serial story, comics, news
from Washington, columns of fashion, and spec-
ial interest
The majority of people who live in Fulton
do not realize what such a paper is to the town,
but if they place an advertisement in its columns
they can readily see the results. Go out in the
country and see for yourself how The News
stands in the rural districts.
Merchants have found it is an uphill busi-
ness to get the cream of business unless they ad-
vertise their ware and let the people know when
they have bargains for them.
IF YOUR ADVERTISEMENT IS NOT IN
THE NEWS THAT ACCOUNTS FOR THE
DULL TIMES AROUND YOUR PLACE. If you
do not have time to get up your advertisement-
call 470—we will be glad to help you and furnish
illustrations that will make them appealing.
The Fulton County News
Your ,zrm and Home Paper—Superior ('over-
age and Newt Interest
bans
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Sre$111114./11 to/ the neimilihe 
Again ConerPss has been asked topr"vidii for o.h,..tson Of )0b-hOldiffil intoo loin Ho,/ feleial agencies now under
onneiderstion, .in 1101 !MAW of sawn and
ability, rather than olf satressago.
It is a familiar request. It Is a fairogle, few
 nine. the work•c• SIM 4114111141A0ill antenna foot the bill fur our ous-
eteattly •spanding political payroll. It Is
only natural that she/ el Id erg •
reasonable return for their money
hi other words. the American peopleWant what an equitable Civil Mervin.System attempts to ammo, public ser-
vants who understand that the people
are their ernployere. and whose loyaltyis therefore to them and to the countryas a whole.
They want the isulille service gearedI., the wheel.s of nation.il pros/trout,
entities. than to the compirt roes of ratl-ines poilttrat nutetslora
Thie IA hard to achleye when a publicjob Is granted cm the basis n1 whom oneknowN. Instead of whet he knows. It IAhard to &chilly, when wok-fans andorticishoiders use such Jobe as a meansof paying off old political debts or buy-ing new political power all with other104,1,1111A [honey
'Dui spoils system is unfiar not onlyto the people who pay the bins, but to
any capable public 'errata. himselfThere is little incentive to mirk a careeriii government or to do one's best afterlite Job is obtained, If the spectre of po-litical petronage contlnienn to haunt the
roads to appointment and advanrement
and permanence
A nun. thorough appilcaUon of theMerit System would mean not only losselude In government. but greater efn-ciency and NirrYIer- In the pnblie as well.
And (Sc. way foe the penile to fre4poach service and rfflelency la to eon-tinu• to demand them.
/4)/1/ble 'Feather
lloostm Retrtil l'rade
Favorable weather came to the
rescue of retail trade and the vol-
ume moved to higher levels in sub-
stantially all parts of tht country,
according to reports tc the Depart-
ment of Curnmerce from 36 key cit-les for the past week, just receivedby its Louisville District Office. Onthe whole the mai gin over last year
was substantial and the entire pic-ture was considerably improved overthat of the period running from mid.April until around the first of June.Wholesale trade generally kept step
with retail although both divisions
maintained a watchful eye on thelabor situation over the country.There were heavy bookings fortravel, while building activity
erwung along in accentuated tempo.Louisville reported that retailsales in the district were 10 to 2.5%above the same period in 1936.Wholesale orders at the same ratio,
running 15 to 30,s'c. in advance of de-
mand year ago, with hardware andbuilding supply houses reporting de-
mand as high as 50% above last year.National Reemployment Service
reports 1,265 put to work past week.decline under preceding week;placements at work in May were5.778, 3 3'; increase over April.Bank clearings registered a gain
of 38'; over the same week lastyear.
Kentucky's revenue receipts forfirst 11 months of current fiscal yearhave increased more than $8.00.-000 over same period of previousyear.
Official estimates show unusualmeasure of prosperity enjoyed by
DRINK -
TWICE AS GOOD
TWICE AS MUCH
D. T. COLLET
DISTRIBUTOR
FULTON, Ey.
1‘1'11111. tool A.:14 ‘414'14l
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Irian farm products exceeded by I$32,111'1,000 their nations din tog same I
period of 1930 Major increases wereimproved prices for tobacco, gi cid
ly Increased demand bit grain pH/-ducts due to exteretivf• demandsfrtan distilleries and expansion ,if11v/smock trade During period cov-
ered Kentucky output of whiskey
was 41's of entire nation'. produc-tion This is heralded as foteshati•
owing greatest wheat and rye cropsin state's history.
Various wool pools over distate1
now delivering mop, top price re-ported being $311 90 per hundredpounds.
Kentucky Department of Agricul-ture reports Burley tobacco grow-
ers received $27,261,946 more fortheir crop past year than previous 'year, average price being aboutdouble, though volume was 4,000,-0011 pounds under previous year.
Warren county farmers reportturning 600 hogs into thousands of
army worms engaged in devasta-tion, former devouring the parasites
and saving many crepe
1,650 dairy herd farmers of Craves
county, Ky reported receipts of$31,000 for milk from canning com-pany in May.
Ky , real eetate board re-puts acute housing shortage, most-ly of moderately Priced homes In-
creased employment in industrialplants requires more housing for
employees titan is available Eaten-
sly housing subdivision to be open.
ed adjacent to airport !ield in Louis-
ville.
Value of building permits in
Louisville in May wits $430,591, in-
crease of 42,', over May, 1936; of 140permits issued, 711 were for new
construction Construction to house51 families was undertaken during
month.
Paducah completes new $100,000
municipal swimming pool.
Lexington water company to ox•
pend $7.5,000 in construction of newfiltration plant.
Lebanon. Ky., reports construction
of 20 new homes with 10 more un-day way.
Louisville to spend $25.000 in syn-
chronization of traffic lights.
Tobacco sales company chartered
at Glasgow, Ky., with $25,000 cap-ital
$500,000 allotted to rural electrifi-
cation project to serve 1.431 homes inBoyle, Marion. Garrard, Mercer andLincoln counties, Ky
Electric tube plant at Owensboro,Ky. to erect two new factory build-ings to cost $200,000
CIFIRISITAN SCIENCE
Sunday, June 28
"Is the Universe. Including Man.Evolved by Atomic Forde" is the
subject of the Lesson-Sermon which
will be read in Churches of Christ,Scientist, throughout the world tmSunday. June 20.
This includess Christion ScienceSociety. Fulton, wwhich holds regu-lar services Sunday at 11 A M. andtestimonial meeting Wednesday at7:30 P. M. Reading Room at 211Carr Street is open Wednesday andSaturday from 2 ti 4 P M Thuspublic is cordially invited to attendthese services and to visit the Read -
I rrumled til
,Vcas. ileCuunell
Will Day and Ion, Robert Day:
ute under SIAM taind each in (AwnCounty following their arrest Ft utay
morning on a liquor charge at •OM in the Obion River bettom neatMrConnell, five miles southeast atFulton
Arrest was made by Constable
J C Smitli of Distlict 16 and Rev*
nue Officers 0 C Trumbo, FrankReny and I. L. Williams
A bearing was held in Union CAIbefore U 8 Commissioner W T.Walter, ngtori and upon failure bemake bond the men were boundover to federal court at Jaeltsoi.
With traffic growing heavier, Uus
Fulton pedestrian who allows the
grass to gross under his feet may
soon have it entwine over his head.
Still another thing you neverheard of was a man complaining
that his parachute didn't open.
Doctors say babies should be a
robust pink, but most ol their are
robust yellers
The way some stock selling fraudsare dowovered every once in I witliemakes some people wonder howniany are not discovered
SALEFIMEN WANTED
MEN WANTED fur RawleighRoutes of 800 families. Reliable hust-ler should start earnint %Sr, weealy
tog Boom whew 'I in uu
1h...teed Chi ryl 14 .• 1.111•1.1
lute may las !Pail. PM( hafted 01
W141
— _
l'otato t'estinit al
Dresden Sept. 22-23-21
At a meeting of the board of dirty-
tors chosen by the Dresden Chaim-
ber of Commerce, the date (ii the
first West Tennessee Potato Carni-
val was set for Sept 23, 23, 24.
James Chambers of Dresden was
named permanent paid secretary of
the carnival.
Directors are Harold Moran, chair-
man, Judge John T. MeWherter,
vice chairman; James Chambers
secretary-treasurer; George Wiggs,
Lev Brasfield. J C Vaughan. Claude
Brock, J 0. Alexander, Loyd Reavis,
Cayes• Pentecost, Joe Holbrook and
Raymond Smith.
The Wembley County executive
committee is composed of Martin,
Horace Mr/ore, Harry Campbell and
.1 Paul Phillips: George Cunning-ham, Dresden: Paul Brock and John
Harkey, Sharon; the Rev. I.. M.
Real, Gent Bellew and R McUm-ber, Greenfield; R. A Narita, Jess
Margra rileason; Luc° olds,Palmerxville: Brownlow }trundles,
Latham. Lewis Burke, Chestnut
Grove, J Pritchett, M R Duke,Spurgeon Thacker and Clots Iftit•
chesitn, Dresden.
A pipe is the cheapest smoke.1
You don't have to offer one to eV- i end increase rapidly 'rite today.erybiely present when you start to Itawleghli. Dept. KYF-82-8, Tree-
Port. in
CLEAN and WHITEN TEETTI
with Caloz, the Oxygen tooth powder whichpenetrates to the hidden crevices between theteeth. Pleasant, Refreshing, Protects the gums
and is economical to use. (la
TRY CALOX AT OUR EXPENSEWhet Cabo: will do for your teeth is *astirdemonstrated by you in row own home at our
expense Simply 511 Ir, the coupon with your
name and addreea and mail it to us. You will
reeve.. absoltitoly /rev a test can of CALOZTOOTH POWDER, the powder mor• and
more people ars using every day.
mat num_ COUPON 
IllelLerwresa BAJMNEWIL, Lec_, Fairfield, Gnat.
hart OM • he '7 triad CALGI TOOTH POWDER et ea expanse toswi. I wy
FOR AMBULANCE SERVICE PHONE 15
Di AN EMERGENCY—DAY OR NIGHT
 ,a/Ilmos.Rdiamalab
vics.1-1 
•-• RINERAL DIRECTORS -41)
WINSTEAD-JONES & CO., Inc.
211 SECOND ST. FULTON, Y.
STEPHENSON'S
THE STORE OF QUALITY AND ECONOMY
A FRESH LINE of VEGETABLES and FRUITS WITH PRICES RIGHT
PHONE 67
 
WE DELIVER 5:1 OOTEERR S
MILK STRAINER, med. size. 10c Lamp Chimneys, No. 2 size, 10c-1.5cDIPPERS, aluminum, is! qual. 15c WASH P.4NS,Galvan., 19c val.. 15cScrub brushes, Curry Combs, LampBurners. Lamp Wicks, Hog Rings.
mous OLD OR NEW
10 LBS. 29t 1 BEANS
PINK SALMON, 2 Tall Cans 25c
SAUER'S TE.4 with glass 1,44b 24c
HOMINV No. 2% Can, Med. It
3 for 2.5e Can
ICE CREAM MIX, all flavors 10c
FRUIT SALAD, med. can 19c
COFFEE Del lifoanxtwe eour House
 
lb. 31c
SALAD DRESSING, full quart 25c
PEACHES, Evaporated, 2 lbs. 25c
APPLE VINEGAR GALLON 'atBring Jug
PEANUT BUTTER, Pint Jar 19e
NEW CABBAGE, Pound 21:c
BLACK-EYED PEAS ",`„/L. f7,1,', 1 Ot
TOMATOES, No. 2 Can, 3 for 25c
TOMATO CATSUP II oz. 10-
soAp A rmour* flip Ben
12 Large Bars
MARSHMALLOWS, Lb. Bap 15c
Tomatoes, ;dee and freak. Wit-
45c
ISODA, Arm & Hammer, 3 pkgs. Mc
JELLO, Box _.- ___ __ 6c
COFFEE Lady Alice, New Pkg. urGuaranteed. lb. Lw‘
PtCNIC COOKIES, Asstd.. lb. 25c
LETTUCE AND CELEI:)
Great Northern or
Pinto, 3 lbs.
PEACHES Libbys DeluxeNo. 214 Can
.31 
-ITCHES, 6 Boxes for
.1 PPLE BUTTER, Lge. Jar
SPAGHETTI or Macaroni2 Lac. Pkgs.
2k
19c
20(
1.5r
9c
LIGHTHOUSE Cleanser, 6 cans 25cCORN, Pride of Illinois, Can He
CHERRIES Red PittedNo. 2 Can 15c
1`.1 V//,/, 4 Wafers, Fresh, lb. 15cF'R(IT J 4R TOPS, Doz, to box 24c
FRUIT JAR RWIS Box Sc
TOMATO .111rE , Ten Can PeSUGAR, 25 los. $1.39; 10 lbs. 57c
.............miumpo
grpealilloMMISIS611.1.11111.11111.11641"
.1111111616"'
THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS, FULTON, KENTUCKY
Kentucky Folklor•
lie
rlsat 7,i4104. P#4.
WESTERN KENTUCKY
TEACHERS COLLEGE
flOvaLING 4.1.11Pt kY
MITERSTI'l 144NS :Mt. it MOD-
ERN INVENTIONS
It is erroneous to suppose that
superstiI ions adhere only to thing
that used to be; some of the mast
persistent tines I have known have
grown up around our must mod-
ern things or were transferred from
previous articles. Screens ca
slowly into use in rural Kentucky
some thirty-five years ago. I have
heard much discussion about thedisadvantages of screens, such as
their keeping out the air. One old
man of Warren County said that I
the Lord had wanted screens, Hi-
would have made them. For • long
time many houses had screens only
around the kitchen and dining room.leaving the bedrooms tree for tit,
air and the mosquitoes The tele-phone also went into every com-
munity not long after 1900, A friend
and neighbor of ours would not al-low the telephone line to cros hisfarm for fear the electricity wouldinjure his crops. Another one told
me that the corn under a telephoneline was very poor; he forgot to not-ice that the soil in that area of tliefield was a poor kind of yellowish
clay, good chiefly for brick-mak-ing or. less business-like, for mak-ing mud pies. An old lady I onceknew thought the singing of the tele-phone wires was the sound of voicesgoing over the wire and regrettedthat she did not have here telephonebox so she could hear what wasbeing said.
The automobile has brought a-long plenty of superstitions, prob-
old% 111. 11sed ‘, 1 H1/411 is the
11111 11 Is good luck touch one
is hile ii is io motion When anti.
rut vele preparation were first in-
troduced, dozens of people refused
to buy them, fearing they would
ruin their cars. I have known many
people to put their cars up for the
o inter or else drain the radiator af-
ter each necessary use of the car in
bad weather
The radio, the last invention to at-
tain to almost universal use. is al-
reedy attracting to 'Itself numerous
superstition', When there was a
se4hp drought in 1930. a farmer who
owns SOMS three hundred acres of
land asked me seriously whether I
supposed that radio' had anything
to do waif the drought. What should
I have told him' The very mystery
of the radio account,' for some of ,
this aupermitious fear, buj appar•
etoly that alone did not breed thequeer ideas held•everywhere about
the invention.
A negro woman whom we ones
employed, not many years ago, was
afraid of the "electrous" iron; she
would use it, but her eyes wouldbug out when it popped on or off.She much preferred one that had
1 11., machinery inside it. One old lady
;I have heard of swore she could
smell the electricity and was ailraidto touch the iron ttt cord • •
Checks are dangeious thing( to
many ignorant people. It is nearlyimpossible to pay some hired peo-ple in anything but coin of the
realm But I have noticed that whena person has accepted a check andhas successfully cashed it. he ratherlikes the idea of having anotherone. A check gives one an importan-ce: it contains one's name and re-quires the same name written on thehack. The man who merely makeshis mark is seldom honored by hav-ing such attention paid him; hencethe importance of having your namewritten in such a prominent placeas on a check.
Accurate
At Low t'oatWatches. Clocks & Time Planaef III Kinds Accurately ligePal reti St I OW Cost 5y-
1.‘DREFI'S
JEWELRY COMPANY
The time to loaf if ever is whewVs u have nothing to do
City Meat Market
QUALM( MEATS
Phone 378
FREE DELIVERY
WE BUY COUNTRY HAMS103W. State Line --- Opposite Browder Mill
"THE NUNN" WEEKLY ECONOMIC HIGHLIGHTS
SCRAPBOOK
•-
Week's Rest Recipe
ENGLISH LOAF CAKK I 1 cop
tat. 1 cup '2 eggs, I cup milk,
1 tlIbleSpo011 gi 1111`11 mange nod, 1
%'l%t011n • ;! (cusp9  sit ;um ti
,.struct; I. I W11111104111 salt, 2 cups
!lour. 2 teaspiains baking powder.
i 3 cup broken nuts, I 3 cup chop
pest 4-111111141 orange peel Cream fist
and Amor Add teat of ingredients
and beat two minutes. rout. into
iaf pail lined with wax paper Ilalteminutes iii modeartelv slow oven
Cool and IWEVII plain iii wIlt tans
toel frosting.
The Flower Garden
The middle of June is tin rowel
lent time to plant gladiola bulbs
You can have chrysanthemums in
the open ground If you start early
flowering seed now. They give fine
late fall cuting material Watch
your bulbs if you have kept them
stored in the cellar. See that they du
not get too warm and start making
spindly sprouts.
to the Illtshoa
Strain bacon grease to prevent
dusk settlement on the bottom and
use paper cups for storing it in
Add a slice of lemon or the grated
rind to apples to be used for sauce.
arid a pleasing flavor will result
1111111111.111 N1111111(1 not be kept on ice
They are a tropical fruit and are
more palatable and easily digested
%hen ripened and mellow,
Household Mats
Dampen crumpled newspapers
with kerosene, dip it in cleanser and
it will clean and polish the sink
beautifully Potato peelings, vin-
egar (Sr borax boiled in the teakettle
will remove the lime deposit Add
a teaspoon of turpentine to the wat-
er when washing white clothes.
It will aid the bleaching process .
To set the color in clothes, soak the
garments in a solution containing
one teaspoon of epsom salts to the
gallon of water.
The Family Doctor
To remove discoloration frombruises, apply a cloth wrung out of
very hot water. Repeat frequently.
Or apply raw beefsteak or a grated
raw potato.
An Inspiration
"Never be ashamed to admit that
YPil were wrong, which is but an-
other way of saying that you are
Hser today than you were yester-
day "
TRF:ES FOR ERODING LANDS
Farmers cooperating with the Soil
, conservation Service in its program
of erosion control !save retired 250,-
000 acres of steeply sloping or se-
verely eroded croplands to trees and
tirubs Under proper management
farm woodlands are not the waste-
lands that many farmers have con-
sidered them to be, according to J. F.
'Preston, Forester of the Soil Con-
servation Service. Proper manage-
ment means fire prevention, adapt-
ed trees, thinning and protection
from grazing animals
Subscribe to TIM NEWS
DOES YOUR (AR
USE 4./5-19 TIRES!
THEN IOU ARE LUCKY!
I. H. READ
„„T„, 1 V
WILL BUY OR TRADE FOR
- YOUR 00 TIRES
GIVING YOU THE HIGHEST VALUE
OF ANY USED TIRE
ON THE WHOLE MARKET
WE NEED THOSE TIRES
FOR USED CARS—
SO COME IN!
TH.177c WH)
"It is impossible to miss the fact
that the Democratic party, 6141 4111114.41
111 1932 foul iso overwhelmingly hi
iimphant in 1930, IN IIIIW 10111 1.141,44
4411'111 to .tistii." lorauk Keiit
1....- 11111 111 .1 odienteil column
1110st of the other political commeiifah" ha‘o yds., been 111.41111114111g (111:4
.41111.11,..11
;4111.4'1list., Ii t'iltl.,4 Of the ',11111
54 4, 1114* 111014'1.11 pro
1.4,6111. W111111 (11119111tell 111.111y lienio
41 at ic senators and repi esent at
11..111 the A.1111111e4t111114,11 11111 1111'
I I 1 s • 1 I 11, 1 1,1 I
1(101):.1.V1'11 it
.tsit UM' 1114 I Mk.
Is, 11.,:it 1116.111 111 the primaries Tl.d includes Senators Wheeler, IbisIii'. Ihitit, King. tlIIITY 411141 Ty sling ttl.ponin•ao
Ali nr 
t lists,, i‘‘sithi l'N'vIttion sit hi.sssi-iis'sIocaitig to the cow I ('is hIWai
‘eiviitis... wing of the patty. Seu
.0..r Wheels'-s- has always lawn l'4'
1:,11d1.. 1 .1/1 11 11111.1'111 the tan fiii vicepiesidilit slit Larolette's 1921 slidependent ticket, favors go%ssinniento‘% nei t.liii of railroads and powei
ete S hut the fact that heled the oppositls,i1 14. the 4.1.1111 1,1.s
f,....11 hies Ind lion in the AtimirioMt atom (log house
matter g4-'. deeper than that A , His there is talk now --and It 4.411111'.11,1., 1,0441 1st swing for 41 long, from informed aipx,.itnioie circlestune e‘ her1,11. the last electioo that ',..111e ti..1.1 or a political coal l _
.,,11111.6,1111`11 Wel I' Oeconiitig rentive. two between defecting Democrat!,they didn't say so publicly.. .and the remains of the Republicansunder is hat they regarded as too is an imminent possibility. Undertouch bossing They were losing any circummtances, a cleavage intheir liking for having major bills the majority party has occurred, 611111WrIttl.11 by presidential advisors with it can't be closed with words. Thereminor official joins instead of by is too much at stake, and too manysenators or represtentatives. They I deeply opposed philosophies, for allbegan to frown at White House 
"must" orders. _
It is likely that if the Republicans
had made any kind of showing in
1938, the Democratic split would
never have occurred. When a party's
majority is slim and the going is
hard. it 'sticker together from sheer
necessity. But now, with Republican
representation in both branches at
all-time lows, and with Democratic
majority so overwhelming, Con-
gressmen are speaking their minds
and airing resentments and differ-
ence!
This is seen in other matters than
the Supreme Court bill. In the past
Mr. Roosevelt has always obtained
appropriations on a blank-check
basis--that is. Congress voted the
money requested, with the proviso
that it be spent at the President'sdiscretion. This session White House
effort to avoid having a substantial
portion of teltef funds earmarked(specifically allocated to certain pro-jects) has tailed. and seems to have
little chance of succeeding in Ow
future. And some of the most bitii,g
criticism of the President has coo..from Democrats.
The potential political repercus-
sions that can follow this are un-
predictable. It is no longer regarded;
as unlikely that the Democratic par-
ty will become permanently divot
ed in two camps, roughly classifie,i
as "conservative" and "radical," and
that a new political alignment ar., 4
new political party will result.
To quote Mr Kent again, "Mi.
Farley . . . insists that support of
Mr Roosevelt's Supreme Court is
a question of party loyalty, which
clearly is designed to read oppos-
ing Democrats out of the party."
Next year a number of prominent
Democratic senators come up for re-
election, who have lately shown dis-
nclination to follow the White House
lead. Writing in Collier's. George
Creel, who is perhLps closer to the
••• CIO ••• 411M0
111111, la.t 11 11,1, Ilt.N.'611'
10 1111' 111'1111.41.11 III I
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PLAY SAFE
IT'S vacation time again, and many motor trip-,
will be taken by you and your family this
summer. Motor accidents are becoming more and
more numerous and the risk is too grave to go
unprotected in case you are numbered among
the unfortunate.
•$5,000 COVERAGE FOR 25( PER DAY
Don't make that trip until you are protected by
A TRIP ACCIDENT POLILCY.
FALL & FALL
INSURANCE
• Ale _
Why Not
Make Your
DREAMS SOME TRUE?
TI his is 7hc Year Jo build
TI hat Mw Rome!
WE HAVE HELPED MANY OTHERS TO TRANSLATE THEIR
DREAMS OF A HOME INTO ACTUAL HOMES—
•WE CAN DO THE SAME FOR Y01.1.
We are anxious to give you our best advice, our pest service—you will be
surprised at how much we can help you. We invite you to consult with
us about your building problems. Estimates made without obligation.
•We Specialize in a Full Line of Lumber and Millwork for the Home.
•CABINETS
•FLOORING
•ROOFING
•DOORS
•SHELVING
•BUILDERS' SUPPLIESle 4
V
•WINDOW FRAMES
•SHINGLES
•SIDING
•CEMENT
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THE FUNNY SIDE OF LIFE
CLEAN COMICS THAT WILL AMUSE BOTH OLD and YOUNG
Magazine
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Some Help
Two Yorkshire men bought rthencoop. As they had a long way to
carry it home a friend volunteered
to help. The purcha.-ers began theirlong trudge, complaining bitterly ofits weight. Half-way home one ofthem suddenly remembered the
helper.
-Where's Jim?" he cried. From
the hen-coop came an answering
shout: "Ah'm inside carrying th'
perches!"-Philadelphia Inquirer.
'11
Excellent Copy
Author-May I have some furtherdetails about this magnificent estateyou offer for sale?
Agent-Do you wish to buy it?
Author--No. But I think I can
use your glowing description of itin my new novel.
-Wall Street Jour -
nal.
Hole In One
The Golfer-They are all afraidto play me. What do you think myhandicap is?
; The Girl-Oh, I don't know.
may be Your foie.
^
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Lights Of New York
SWANSON
'1 who, for one reason or an-
other, du not care to mingle withthe common herd at the cinema p.il-
aces of IWIElltflirlifiOd theuters, h i.fallen into the habit of renting filmsfur private showings in their own
homes. Some have their reaideacesfitted up with sound and projectionieumtutiotioriteurri,ti Imtnms
 tiostorpecilitattil:io erTIrmti
practice is riot enfirely new toot
Variety reipirtm that withlii the hest
two years it has nu ,wn into busintsa
Of considerable pror.ortions. Si eon
executives started It dnd others who
can pay have fallen into line. Dis-
tributors do riot core to rent pic-
tures for pm ate rinowings but thereis nothing that they can do aboutit save jai k up the price so thatthe cost may be as high as $(140 a
night. Few of the pictures are tent-
ed for large parties. Usually the
renter and his family are the only
onea who see them Some of the
addicts want only pre-views, while
others rent pictures winch have re.
ceived rave notices.
• • •
Among those listed by Variety asfrequently getting pictures fo- pri-
vate showing are President Roose-
velt, Jock Whitney, Irving Berlin,
Eddie Cantor, Tony Sarg, T. Wal-lace Orr, John Mansville, Mrs. C.V. Whitney, Jules Bach, WalterChrysler, Adolph Zukor, Harry M.Warner-and numerous other filmheads
-Frank Henderson, Marshall
Field, A. C. Blumenthal, Paul
Block, John Hartford and the Mc-Cormirks of Chicago Jock Whit-
ney is said to eye virtually every
major picture, always getting themlong before release. If the factthat the President had ordered a
certain picture could be advertisedthe box-office response would be
'.,•t-endous. But the Will Hays of-
refuses to permit such exploi-
tj;;on• • •
Many old-timers are extremelyinterested in the comeback of Gus
Edwards by means of the radio. Ed-
wards, who fo.tered the careers of
Eddie Cantor, George Jessel,Georgie Price. Grouch° Marx, Ed-die Buzzell and others, found it
rather tough sledding a few years
ago. The country scoffed at senti-
ment and everything smacking oflavender and old lace. Continual
whispers that the stocky, gray-haired Gus was no longer in the
,hips went up and down Broadway
And surely must have reached his
ears. But Edwards merely smiled
rand hinted vaguely of annuities soon
:o become due. Performers, who
started under his aegis and who had
more dollars than they needed, en-deavored to come to his rescue butEdwards declined all offers withthanks. Then came the turn, and
recently he went to the West Coastto assail that front. Sixty years old
and fighting with the stout-hearted-
FieSS of youth!
• • •
Speaking of entertainers, there
are Jack Benny and Jack Pearl.Whenever the two meet, there is apoker game. But when Benny camehere from Hollywood. his time was
so fully occupied that the usual ses-
sions of the great American gamehad to be omitted. Recently. Pearl
received a check from Benny for$100. A note explained that though
there had been no game. Bennyfelt that he should pay his usuallosses just the same
• • •
Holding to the theatrical world,
one more paragraph, the matter of
cameras comes next. When JohnGielgud returned to England, he
complained that the candid cameras
of theater-goers drove him almostinsane. Up to that time nothinghad been done about them thoughthey were an annoyance to manytheater-goers. Following the Giel-gud complaint, however, there was
action and candid cameras are nowbarred from most theaters. But re-
cently a variety house reversed the
rule by offering prizes for the bestpictures taken in that theater by
patrons. It seems that it would be
much more to the point if something
were done about match lighters.
• • •
Subway eavesdropping: "He acts
like has in the dough but all he's
got in his pockets is holes."
• Bell Syntheate -W,N1.7 Service.
Conductors Were Warned
to Wear Shoes in 1897
Durand, Mich. - Seventeen ruesfor the instruction of employees and
not for the information of the public
are listed on Dayton Coal Lk Iron
road time card for l897, owned byJoseph C. Clancy, car distributor atthe Durand Grand Trunk depot.Some of the rules are: All trains
w:11 leave on time; no collisions
allowed on this road; all trains
must stop before running oves stock
of any kind; drink nothing but cold
water while on duty; passenger con-ductors must wear shoes while onduty, socks not required.
Grave Error Leaves
Smugglers Mournful
Marseilles, France. - Customs
guards, noticing there were no
%%omen among the black-clad
mourners following a coffin, halt-
ed the procession. They found the
coffin was filled with English cig-
arets which the "mourners- Were
attempting to smuggle past the
guards.
•L•rnokao...vor
TIIE FULTON COUNTY NE W. FULTON, KENTUCKY
Business and Professional Directory of FultonFirms Appearing On This Page Solicit and Appreciate Your Business
Electrical 1ppliattt•es anti ( t )11 I rat' tint.;
CITY ELECTRIC SHOP
• .111 1.1ke •..i re 01 your electrical troubles'I lel if Hsi teallaic • 4, Repair Sertice sail I lailr•stingsaietiai I ,,,,, taratanieed Vae hate had 11 tears
pvtlefICE in electric m•itile and
scrt•ca %ark call 774
CITY ELECTRIC SHOP
E. R. NIcIIRIDE, Prop.
FOURTH STR E F1'uroN, KY.
VISIT US AT THE NEW
TEXACO SERVICE STATION
On West Store Line Street, Fulton, Ky
Whe.e you get that world renowned Texaco Fire Chief Gasoline,Texaco Motor Oils, Certified Lubrication 75c, Washing 75c,Goodrich Tires and Batteries on easy payment plan. No moneydown and terns to suit.
BENNETT SERVICE STATION
WEST STATE LiNt CHAS BENNETT
PRINTING & SUPPLIES
Let us do your Printing. Ni matter how difficult thejob, we can handle it ECONOMICALLY.
ALL KINDS RULED FORMS
SALES BOOKS, CHECK BOOKS, Etc.
FULTON NEWS
PHONE 470
ii ii It I 11 "I FULTON. KY.
YEAR IN, YEAR OUT
EAT Nit
LOWE'S CAFE
Oysters Are in Season Lake St., Vulton, Ky.
DAY AND NIGHT SERVICE
Vulcanized And Re-Tread Tires
C. V. CATHCART TIRE SHOP
FOURTH STREET—OPPOSITE PARISIAN LAUNDRY
WE BUY AND SELL USED TIRES AND TUBES
RUBBER FABRIC FLOOR MATS
BUY YOUR COAL
From Us and Get the Best
Prompt Service
CITY COAL COMPANY
LI'liONL 5 1 AND
NEED MONEY?
l vuU are in need of money, we are making short-time loans. We invite you to consult with us, as we
can help you solve your financial problems.
LOANS MADE TO RELIABLE PERSONS
QUICK SERVICE
JONES LOAN & INVESTMENT CO.
FURNITURE IS OUR BUSINESS
When you want Furniture it will pay you to see us
we can furnish one room or the entire home.
NEW AND USED FURNITURE
R EPA 1 RING-UPHOLSTERING
EXCHANGE FURNITURE CO.
CHURCH STREET FULTON, KY.
IN REVIEW
by ethautd, W. Pickait
%51.11.11I Newspoper
Duke and Wally Married
by England's Rebel Parson
" I BECA M E the hand of God and
• aro carrying out Cod's will,"the Rev. It, Anderson Jardine, the
"poor man's parson," told his Dar-
lington (loner egation
at Durham, Eng-
land, upon his re-
turn from Chateau
de Cande, in Monts,
France. There he
had married Ed-
ward, duke of ‘Vind-
sor, and Mn.. Wallis
Wartleld, in the re-
ligious ceremony Of
the Church of Eng-
land, despite the dic-
tum of the church
that t h e history-
making couple be denied the rites.
Married earlier in the same day
in a civil ceremony performed by
the mayor of Monts, the Duke and
"Wally" left on their honeymoon
and are now at 1Vasserleonburg cas-
tle in lower Austria.
Sixteen principal guests werepresent in the chateau when Mayor
Mercier, pronouncing the English
names with difficulty, and speaking
in French, performed the civil
ceremony and pronounced the duke
and Wallis man and wife. Vicar
Jardine, who had volunteered his
service's, recited the solemn reli-
gious rites as prescribed by the
church, the duke placed the ring
on the duchess' fourth finger, and
they knelt on white silk cushions
while the minister prayed. Through-
out the entire service the famous
organist. Marcel Dupre, played soft-
ly. 'The duchess, who cannot be
called "her royal highness," wore a
gown of Wallis blue and the corre-
spondents privileged to be present
were agreed that she was a beau-
tiful, gracious and serene woman.
The Chateau de Cande, owned by
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bedaux of
New York, was lavishly decorated
with flowers. Wedding presents
were numerous, of course, and
some of the richest were sent by
weathers of the British royal fam-ily.
Downing Street, determined that
the popularity of the farmer king,licaghtened by the pathos of his
ride of "under dog," should not
damage the prestige of the Crown
and the church, asked newspapers
to clamp down on publicity con-
cerning the rebel vicar. The post-
master general ordered all stamps
bearing the likeness of Edward de-
stroyed. Not a foot of the special
films or newsreels taken at Monts
will be permitted to show in the
United Kingdom.
11r-
Due hess
of Windsor
Long-Lost Airliner Found
on L.T..ah Mountainside
0
 
N De,iiember 15, 1936, Pilot S. J.
Samson, operating a Western
Air Express liner from Is Angeles
to Salt Lake City, with four passen-
gers, co - pilot and stewardess
aboard, reported by his radio to the
caretaker of the airport at Milford,
Utah, and asked that his posita,n
, be checked. His voice was never
again heard. Now after nearly six
months the wreckage of the air-
plane has been found high in the
Wasatch mountains. ".5 miles south-
, east of Salt Lake City and 35 miles
off the regular airline course. So
shattered was the plane that the
• largest single piece of debris was
a part of a propeller. Bodies of all
aboard were buried 25 to 50 feet
in the drifts of snow.
With a rich jewelry shipment re-
ported to have been aboard the slop.
a guard was placed around the
wreckage and given orders to
"shoot on sight" until the wreck
should be recovered; hair souvenir-hunters were shot at three Una a
Ronald Dyche, of the national fai-
est service, who aided in the long
search, revealed how close the air
travelers came to escaping death.
"71 they had just been flying 25 feethigher," he said, "they might have
made it over the peak and possibly
reached safety.'
four men, natives of the moun-tainous region, accidentally discov-
ered the lost plane: they announcedthat they would seek to share a $1,-
: 000 rewa-d posted by Western Air
, Express
, 'congress May Be at It
Until Winter's Snow Flies
D FADING the election returns of
" an overwhelming Democraticlandslide last November, Charles
Michelson, publicity director of theDemocrat ,e national committee,
said: "We will regret this." Thegreat party majorities in both
houses now show signs of splittinginto regional and economic blocs,
which is exactly what he was afraid
of. Biggest wedge in forcing t it
split amung the party ranks was, tif
course, the President's bill for the
reorganization of the Supreme court.
Ms led a long list of bills, many or
them expected to evoke heated con-
troversies in congress, which threat-
ened to postpone adjournment to
nod - winter. Indeed, it w a5believed by some that if part of the
program were not postponed, this
session would run continuously into
the next, beginning in January.
Besides the Court bill, there areto be acted upon measures for the
establishment of wage and hour
standards for interstate industries,
the curtailment of tax dodgmg, re-
organisation of the executive branch
of the government, helping farm
tenants, conservation of suil, water
power resources and housing.
Congress, Under Pressure,
Passes Work Relief Bill
A DMINISTRAT1ON leaders, fromthe President down, "turned
the heat" on the rebellious mem-bers of the house, and the latter sul-lenly gave in and passed the billion
and a half dollar work relief bill
about as Mr. Roosevelt and harry
Hopkins wanted it. One after an-
other the restrictive amendmenta
earmarking $505.000.000 of the totalfor projects of a solid type, flood
control and highways, wauch hadbeen adopted in committee of the
whole, were called up again and
voted down by substantial majori-
ties. The final vote by which the
measure was sent on to the senate
was 323 to 44.
--
Jesn Harlow. Blond
Actress, Dies at 26
JEAN HARLOW, one of the mostglamorous characters in life to
millions of Americans, died of
uremic poisoning in Hollywood. Theimpetuous actress who started theplatinum blonde craze was only
taenty - six, but she had known
tragedy. Born Ilarlean Carpentier
in Kansas City, she came to the
movie capital in 1927. She had been
mace divorced and once wrdowed.
Her second husband, Paul Bern,film executive. shot and killed him-
self two months after their wedding.
At the time of her death she wasbeing seen frequently in the cons-
:,'v of suave
--
II Duce Shows von Blomberg
Ilk Mediterranean Strength
(IERTAIN British and French news-
" papers of late have seen fit to
"pooh-pooh" the naval strength of
Ii Duce in the Mediterranean. It is
not altogether i m -
possible that this de-
precation may have
made Adolf Hitler a
little uneasy about
his alliance with the
Italians. So Premier
Mussolini in v it e d
Field Marshal Wer-
ner von Bomberg
down to the blue
southern ocean to
see for himself.
More than 70 sub-
massed as the feature
of a mock combat off Naples. The
grand fleet of 150 warships sum-
moned for the maneuvers went
through their exercises at a mini-
mum speed of 30 miles an hour,
The German registered delight
continually as 11 Duce pointed out
to him every phase of the shambattle. Italian officers boasted: "On-
ly Fascist Italy can mobilize so
many underwater craft at a mo-
ment's notice."
The day before. Galeazzo Ciano,Italy 's foreign minister, had in-formed the British ambassador, Sir
Eric Drummond, that Italy accept-
ed in principle all points in the
British proposals to assure the safe-ty at international naval patrols off
Spain. It was understood that the
Nazis had tendered the same ap-
proval.
The three main points of the Brit-
ish proposal were: That both Span-
ish belligerents be required to give
formal solemn assurances that they
will respect international patrol
ships; that safety zones for patrol
ships be established at certain speci-
fied ports of the two belligerentparties; and that the four naval
powers engaged in patrol duties
corsult each other on measures to
be taken if any of their patrol ships
should be attacked. The Italians and
Nazis wanted the thIrd point to per-
mit any ship attacked to retaliate
at once But they weren't insistent.
II Duce
marines were
—7.
Patronize Our Advertisers
I WORK SHOES and SHOE WORKt anburg -shoes Built for Durable ServiceTHEY IVEAR EASY — THEY LAST LONGERBest of Attention Civen Shoe RepairingWith Cuaranteed Service At All Times
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AS CLOSE AS
YOUR PHONE
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PARISIAN LAUNDRY-CLEANFRS
It Fit ASER, :11 I4
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DONUTS AND COFFEE
What cottlil be better row a cold morning breakfast
Mack's !forint s and l'it•s are Tempting and Delicious
TRY THEM AT YOUR FAVORITE CAFE OR
ORDER SOME FROM YOUR GRoCER
MACK'S DONUT SHOP
Sandwiches. Short or•h•rs, Cold Drinks. Ilvor
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"EXPERT RADIO SERVICE"
By a Certified Iladiotrician. Sat hariast manila's of It. St. S (railIrate of 3 rat!'" ...h... N. itva4i•nably pricer,
55,., I. itsali4h, p 1.u.trant••••41
‘Vt• I *se Modern 'lest iii' Equipment 
-Gist' I :I Trial
BENNETT ELECTRIC CO.
II. M. COOK, Radiotrician
Phone 201 221 Fourth St,
WHEN DINING OUT
1sll'sol' 1 's \ I
SMITH'S NEW CAFE
Delicious home-cooked meals, appetizingly served
Open Day and Night — Phone 172
P. T. JONES & SON
DEALERS IN
PLUMBING AND SUPPLIES
BEST KENTUCKY COAL
TELEPHONE 702 109 PLAIN ST.
For Ail Lines of Beauty Work, Come to
RELIANCE BEAUTY SHOP
412 Lake St. ['hunt. bhi Fulton, Kt
We Specialize In
Permanent Waving, Shampooing, Finger
Waves, Hair Tinting, Marcel Waves,
Facials and Manicures
RELIANCE BEAUTY SHOP
Mrs. W. A. Fleming, Prop
Kentucky Licensed Operator
INSURANCE
Will protect your home and property 2.1 hours of
d:o —the only safe way to he safe
INSURE WITH US PHONE 1%..
ATKINS INSURANCE AGENCY
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Darn Wrap
fillItill 111, holes inlug shickinge and slaked his wife
"Why haven't yeti niteittedtherm?"
"Did you buy that cold y o uprom intel niti?"
"No he replied
"Well, then, if you don't give a
wrap 1 tutu 't give a damn " St.411. Louis Globe Denim., at.
Round Up
"Would yeti 11, 4' 1441 (TWA tohelp the Old Lathen Home?"
"What! Are they out again?"
NEXT!
.1r.. . rks), ‘,,•
--'7.. ); tii 41.11;13
/71
"Am I the first girl you have
▪ aver loved?"
'Olt, ne You are about the
tenth, and my 1.0,1e has improved
right ;thing
Ile sleepily grabbed the hairbrush instead id the hand ner-
roe "Gracile's"' he estilaimed.
"I certainly 'wed a ObiVe!"
Direclional
4
 
A teurist hipped his car ori the
road and asked a little countryboy how far it was to Smithville.
The little boy replied: ''It's 24,-
999 miles the way you're goin%
but if you turn around it ain't
taut four."—The Sentinel.
----- -
Classified
"Did you ever get your diamondback from that peach you were
stuck on?"
"No; she's the cling - stone
variety, y'know." — Philadelphia
* Evening Bulletin.
Thoughtful Tommy
Mother —How did papa's n e w
book get in this condition?
Tommy—Why, mamma. I heard
papa say several times last night
that the book was too dry for hum
so I put it in the sink and turned
the water on no-Windsor Star.
DIXIE better FEEDS
for Better BroilersBetter Pigs
Better Eggs
Ss roue Dias." Dealor today
DIXIE MILLS. Lent St. Louis, Iii,
Incivility
A moral, sensible and well-bred
man will no taffront me, and no
other can.—Cow per.
if
trona
your
Dealer
DOGS
-BLACK LEAF 40"
Keeps Dogs Away from
Ever g r eens, Shrubs etc.
t Use I ti 1 easpoord
per Gallon of Spray.
Literature
6
 .0;' Style in literature consists of
proper words in proper places.
Olt
M 5h.:11' ere,11 PETROLEUM JELLY
LARGE JARS SeateD/Oe
OROLINE
tiered at Times
A little bit of dynamite is an
elevating thing.
How CARDUI
Helps Women
Carafe is a purely veeetable medl-
eine, eimut by many wemen to ease
threaten:II paine of menstruation. It
also helps to strengthen women, w he
Lave been weakened by or nour-
tehment, by 1nm-easing their appetite
arid improving their digestion. Many
have reported healne benefit from
the wholesome nutritional assiet-
ance obtained by teking Canine If
you have never talien Carlini. get Is
bottle of Cantu! Of the neareq drug
store, resit the direetiens and try It.
WN 24--37
Sentinels
of HeaLth
Don't Neglect Them t
Nature designed the kidneys to to •Marvelous fob. Their task into keep theflowing blood stream free of an ears oftoile impurities. The act of living—Meitaid(-- is constantly producing WWI*
matter the kidneys mutt remove b-oro
Ii,, blood if good health is to endure.
When the kAncy• fall to function asNature Intended, there is retention of
waste that may cause body-striae dist-inct... One may suffer nacging backache,persistent headache, attacks of disainesa,feu:: g up went, aoolbni, puitirireo
under the eyes- feel tired, nervous, •LI11,,11 out.
Frequent. scanty or burning plumage'
ma) be further esidence of kidney orbladder disturbance.
Th • reengnmeff and proper tresitmeetIii diuretic medicine to help the kidneysge rid of ears poisonous body swats.Poon's Pills. They has• had more(ban forty yews of public approval. Aull
endorsed th• country over. lapin *IDoria'a. Sold at all drug stores.
DOAN'S PILLS
TUE'
IIIL
411.N.
G "Dr' "Utux 111 END 11-1 111 CASE
sirsopssa
Philo Vance. tenuous detective. amid Johnir X Mu:Idiom, district •Itioney fur NewVsok county •ie dining in Vain, a apart-meld heti Vainert receives at arionyti 'ustelephony inesoage Informing Idol Of • "di•tut long 1/111Cli0141•It'al triisitoi Ptillirsviirrestrain (.•tilen's apartment" adviaingMet he read up on radio active Podium.CO/MI.11 • passage tri the Avneid and ruin'titling that -Equanimity la essential " Pro.lesion Garden Is 1111110wa iii chemical te
*catch The message, decoded by Vatiip.
reminds tuilit that Plidesaor tiarden'a Iiiturd nee tils puny cousin, Wood. Swift,tare addicted to horse racing. Vance saysthat "Eito•niniity" Is a hinte running nestday In the itiveiniont haintlicap Vance isconvinced that the trieeriag• na• 2e.,11 bY DrSiefert. the Gardens' family y10%111511 Ile
arranges to have lunch next day at lb*Gardens' penthouse Vance Is greeted byFloyd Garden and meets Lowe Ile le, anelderly follower uf Aurae raring. Floyd en•presses concern over Swift's queer actions.Mrs. (.:•tden, supposedly ill, comes down'
Malts and plain a a Sitio bet un • horse.Gathered •rinind an elaborate loud speaker
•ervice. listening to the f 01.111g are CecilKneen, Madge Weatheiby end 7th. Craton.
she bet salving orniutiiiin us the tare.There is tension under the surface goals.Kali' and Swift are not WI apeaking termsKtoun I 
 to keep an to''lore Pie race starts Miss tierion, • rouse,Slid Vance bet int -Mute !star " Swift reck•testily bets $10.000 on "Equatiltiiity" andfeet to the roof mauler) lo heat Ihe results,rsod follows Swift, formal:dog ausniy &vv.trial minutes blip Gruen' answeis •phone call in the den. Slol,/, after the ate
nouticettient that "Slur, Star" wins, theyucots hear a shot. Vance Soda Swiftdead, shut through the head with a revolver
neatby. lie says Swift has been murdered.Alter calling the police, he finds the door of
• vault ajar. Stow) returns arid Is sharply
qurfattoted bY Varier, who finds he had notleft the building. Vance Enders Miss Bee•tun to guard the stairway and prevent Mrs.Garden and Zell. tutu viewing Swill'• body.Flt*d Garden admits the revolver Indoors
to his father. Eurther questioning by Vernerevealo that the revolver had been foundrecetaiy by Edna In the presence of the
other vivant Floyd hints that built teetSo recklessly becauhe of ialra Markham,Sergeant Health and two detectives arrive.
Maikham sod Sergeant Heath scorn the
murder theory.
CHAPTER VI—Continued
—9—
Markham meditated on this for
several moments.
"Still, Vance." he said at length,
"reasonable objections could be
raised to all the points you havebrought up. They are based almost
entirely on theory and not on dem-
onstrable facts."
"From a legal point of view,
you're right," Vance conceded.
"And if these had been rny only
reasons for believing that r crimehad been committed, I wouldn'thave summoned you and thedoughty sergeant. But, even so,
Markham, I can assure you the fewdrops of blood you see on the chap-
pie's temple could not have thick-
ened to the extent they had when
first saw the body—they musthave been exposed VI the air for
several minutes. And, as I say, I
was up here approximately thirty
seconds after we heard the shot."
"But that being the case," re-
turned Markham in astonishment,
"how can you possibly explain thefact?"
Vance straightened a little andlooked at the district attorney with
unwonted gravity.
"Swift," he said, "was not killedby the shot we heard."
"That don't make sense to me,
Mr. Vance," Heath interposed,
scowling.
"Just a moment, Sergeant."Vance nodded to him in friendlyfashion. "When I realized that the
shot that wiped out this johnnie's
existence was not the shot that wehad heard, I tried to figure out
where the fatal shot could havebeen fired without our hearing itbelow. And I've found the place. It
was in a vault-like store-room—prac-Lcally sound-proof, I should say—
on the other side of the passagewaythat leads to the study. I found thedoor unlocked and looked for evi-dent e of some activity there . ."
Markham had risen and taken a
rew nervous steps around the poolin the center of the roof.
"Did you fuld any evidence," he
asked, "to corroborate your the-
ory?"
"Yes — unmistakable evidence."Vance walked over to the still fig-
ure in the chair and pointed to thethick-lensed glasses tipped forward
on the nose. "To begin with, Mark-ham, you will notice that Swift'sglasses are in a position far from
normal, indicatin' that they wereput on hurriedly and inaccuratelyby someone else—just as was thehead-phone."
Markham and Heath leaned over
and peered at the glasses.
"Well. Mr. Vance." agreed the
sergeant, "they certainly don't look
as if he had put 'ern on himself."
Markham straightened up, com-pressed his bps. and nodded slowly.
"All right," he said; "what else?"
"Perpeed, Markham." Vancepointed with his cigarette. "Theleft lens of the glasses—the onefurthest from the punctured temple
—is cracked at the corner, and
there's a very small V-shaped piece
missing where the crack begins—
an indication that the glasses havebeen dropped and nicked. I can
assure you that the lens was nei-
ther cracked nor nicked when I last
saw Swift alive."
"Couldn't he have dripped his
glasses on the root here?" asked
Heath.
"Possible of course, Sergeant,"
Vance returned. "But he didn't.
I carefully looked over the tiles
round the chair, and the missin'
bit of glass was not there.'•
Markham looked at Vance
shrewdly.
"And perhaps you know where it
by S. S VAN DINE
S%'NiJ ` we rt. •
"Yen oh, yes." Vance nodded.
wIt!, I urged you to tome
lime. That piece of &anti is at
present in my wansteout pocket "
Markham ithowril a new interest.
"Where did you find it?" he de-
ringleted brusquely.
"I found it," Vance bad him,
"on the tiled floor in the vault
Dumas tlir hall. And at Wit/I near
some scattered 1,:ipefq hi could
vest!), have beeli krti kril tit the
flour by some tine failing uglimat
them."
Markham 's eyes opened incredu-luunly.
"I'm beginning to see why you
wanted me arid the sergrunt here,"
he Said slewly. "Hut what I don't
understand, Vence, is that sectind
shot that you heard. How do you
aecount for it?"
Vunce drew deeply en his ciga-
rette.
"Murkham," he atimwered, with
quiet seriousness; "when we know
how and by whom that second shot
—which was obviously intended for
lla to hear--was fired, we will know
who murdered Swift . . ."
At this moment the nurse ap-
peared in the doorway leuding to
the roof. With her was Doctor
Doremus, and behind the medical
examiner were Captain Dubois and
Detective Bellamy, the finger-print
men, and Peter Quackenbush, the
ollicial Wive photographer.
Miss Becton indicated our pres-
ence on the roof and made her wayback downstairs.
Doremus acknowledged our joint
greetings with a breezy wave of
the hand.
Ile made a cursory examination
of the limp figure, scrutinized thebullet hole, tested the arms andlegs for rigor mortis, and then
swung about to face the rest of us.
"Well, what about it?" he asked,in his easy cynical manner. ''lie'sdead; shot in the head with a small-
caliber bullet; and the lead's prob-
ably lodged in the brain. No exithole. Looks as if he'd decided to
shoot himself. There's nothing here
to contradict the assumption. Thebullet went into the temple, and is
at the correct angle. Furthermore,
Ile Made a Cursory Exantination
of the Limp Figure,
there are powder marks, showing
that the gun was held at very close
range—almost a contact wound. I
should say. There's an indication of
singeing around the orifice."
Vance took the cigarette from his
mouth and addressed Doremus.
"I say doctor; speakin' of theblood on the johnnie's temple, what
would you say about the amount?"
"Two damned little, I'd say,"
Doremus returned promptly. "Butbullet wounds have a queer way of
acting sometimes. Anyway, there
ought to be a lot more gore."
"Precisely," Vance nodded. "My
theory is that he was shot else-
where and brought to this chair."
Doremus made a wry face,
"Was shot? Then you don't thinkit was suicide?" Ile pondered a
moment. "It could be, of course,"he decided finally. "Find the rest ofthe blood and you'll probably know
where his death occurred."
"Thanks awfully, doctor." Vance
smiled faintly. "That did flashthrough my mind, don't y' know;but I believe the blood v. as wiped
up. I was merely hopin' that yourfindings would substantiate my the-
ory that he did not shoot himself
while sitting in that chair, without
any one else around."
Doremus shrugged indifferently.
"That's reasonable enough as-
sumption," he said. "There really
ought to be more blood. Ile diedinstantly."
"Have you any other sugges-tions?" asked Vance.
"I may have when I've gone overthe body more carefully after thesebabies"— he waved his hand towardthe photographer and the finger-print men—"finish their hocus-poc-
us!'
Captain Dubois and Detective Bel-lamy had already begun their rou-tine, with the telephone table as the
startiug-point; and Quackenbush
was adjusting his metal tripod
Vanes turned to Dubois, "1 sag.
Captain, give your epecial attention
to the head phone, the revolver,
end the glassier Abut the their-knob of the vault :roams the hall in-
side."
Quackenbush, hIs canieru buyingbren set up, took his lifetime' end
then waited be the puesagewav doorfoe. further inntructionn from thefinger-print ollkers.
Whey the three men fuel gone in-
side, Dorrrines drew in un ex-
aggerated 'ugh arid spoke to Heathimpatiently.
"How 'thout getting your corpusdelieti over mu the mettle.? Easier
to examine him there."
"O. K . Doc."
Two detectives lifted Swift's limpbody mid placed it on the same
wicker duvam Where Zalia U teemhad Min when 'the collapsed ut the
sight of the dead man.
leiremus went to work in his usu-
al swift arid Oliveira fashion. Whenfir had finished the task, he threw a
steamer rug over the dead nein,
and made a brief report to Vance
und Markham.
"There's nothing to indicate a vio-lent struggle, if that's what you'rehoping for. But there's Is slight
abrasion on the bridge of the nese,
es if his glasses had been jerked
off; and there's a slight bump onthe left side of his head, over the
ear, which may have been cirusedby a blow of some kind, though the
skin hasn't been broken."
"flow, doctor," asked Vance,
"would the following theory square
with your findings—that the man
had been shot elsewhere, had fallen
to a tiled fluor, striking his head
against it sharply, that his glasses
had been torn off when the leftlens came in curitact with the floor,
raid that he was carried out here
to the chair, and the glasses re-
placed on his nose?"
Doremus pursed his lips and in-
clined his head thoughtfully.
"That would be a very reasonable
explanation of the lump on his head
and the abrasion on the bridge of
his nose . . . So this is another of
your cock-eyed murders, is IC' Well,
it's all right with me. But I'll tell
you right now, you won't get an
autopsy report tonight. I'm bored
arid need excitement; and I'm going
to Madison Square Garden."
He made out an order for the re-
moval of the body, readjusted his
hat, waved a friendly good-by which
included all of us, and disappeared
swiftly through the door into the
passageway.
Varce led the way into the study,
and the rest of us followed hins We
were barely seated when Captain
Dubois came in and reported that
there were no finger-prints on any of
the objects Vance had enumerated.
"Handled with gloves," he finished
laconically, "or wiped clean."
Vance thanked him. "I'm not in
the least surprised." he added.
Dubois rejoined Bellamy and
Quackenbush in the hall, and the
three made their way down the
stairs.
"Well, Vance. are you satisfied?"
Markham asked.
Vance nodded. "I hadn't expect-
ed any fingerprints. Cleverly
thought-out crime. And what Do-
remus found fills some vacant spots
in ray own theory. Stout fella, Do-
remus, understands his business. He
knows what is wanted and looks for
it. There can be no question that
Swift was in the vault when he was
shot; that he fell to the floor, brush-
ing down some of the papers; that
he struck his head on the tiled floor,
and broke the left lens of his glasses
--you noted, of course, that the lump
on his head is also on the left side—
and that he was dragged into the
garden and placed in the chair.
Swift was a small, slender man;
probably didn't weigh over a hun-
dred and twenty pounds; and it
would have been no great feat of
strength for someone to have thus
transported him after death . . ."
Them were footsteps in the corri-
dor and, as our eyes involuntarily
turned toward the door, we saw the
dignified elderly figure of Professor
Ephraim Gardtn. I recognized him
immediately from pictures I had
seen.
He was a tall man, despite his
stooped shoulders; and, though he
was very thin, he possessed a firm-
ness of bearing which made one feel
that he had retained a great meas-
ure of the physical power that had
obviously been his in youth. There
was benevolence in the somewhat
haggard face, but there was also
shrewdness in his gaze; and the con-
tour of his mouth indicated a latent
hardness.
He bowed to us with an old-fash-
ioned graciousness and took a few'
steps into the study.
"My son has just informed me,"
he said in a slightly querulous voice,
ear the tragedy that has occurred
here this afternoon. I'm sorry that
I did not return home easher, as is
my wont on Saturdays, for in that
event the tragedy might have been
averted. I myself would have been
in the study here and would prob,ab-
ly have kept an eye on my nephew.
In any event, no one could then have
got possession of my revolver."
"I am not at all sure, Doctor Gar-
den," Vance returned grimly, "that
your presence here this afternoon
would have averted the tragedy. 11
is not nearly so simple a mattet as
it appears at first glance."
Professor Garden sat dceirn in a
chair of antique workmanship near
the door and, clasping his hands
tightly, leaned forward.
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HOUSE 
 
to the Housewife
• •••
Brightening Piano Keys—Din
t oioreti point, keys It.' bright
elicit by rubbing with a soft eltell
demperiecl with alcohol.
• • •
Tinting Milk—When nmull vhil-
dren refuse to drink their daily
milk requitement's try tinting the
milk with vegetable coloring.
• • •
Storing Tea and Coffee—Home
supplies of tea arid coffee will
keep their fluvor longer if stored
in stone jars
• • •
Boiling Sirup—If the saucepan
is well buttered around the top
sirup that is being boiled al it will
net boil over the top of the pars
• • •
Cleaning Rubber Rollers—The
rubber wringers on washing frill-
01111,ti can be kept clean by wush-
ing ell!' keresene
• • •
For Blacking Stoves—An old
sh e polish dauber is an excellent
tool ter blacking stoves.
• • •
Cooking Rhubarb—Rhubarb Is
disliked by stone peepk because
of its acidity. But this coon be
considerubly reduced if the fruitis covered with cold water,
brought to the boil and then
strained before being stewed in
the ordinary way. This method
is only recommended to anybody
who dislikes ordinary stewed rhu-
barb, as the healthful salts are
lost when the fruit is cooked twice.
• • •
Keeping Flowers Fresh—A cou-
ple tablespoons of sulfurous (not
sulphuric) acid added to each pint
of water encourages buds of cut(pavers to continue growing and
leaves and sterns remain greener.
• • •
Cabbage Cooked with Milk—
Two cups milk, six cups shredded
cabbage, one-third cup milk or
cream. trio, odds:slime's melted
butter, two feblexpeting flour, Pius If
ti aspoon salt Heat milk unit u ook
cabbage in it two minute,. Add
milk or cretin), their Wendt if with
butter and milt Cook ter three
four rninutee, stirring constantly.
• • •
Custard Sauce --One arid one
half t lips st iiided milk, one-eiglith
hoopoe') salt. one-quarter cup su-
gar, oriedialf teaspoon somata,
yolks of two eggs Beat eggs
slightly, add sugar and salt, stir
constantly while adding gradually
the hot milk Cook in double boil-
er till mixture thickens, chill andflavor.
WNLI Service.
"Wait for Opportunity"
Is a SliAcioling Maxim
There is no tune of a lifetime
that has not oppertunity within it.
It iS net a thing thief (MOPS (ince in
a lifetime, to be twited or neglect-
ed as the case may be, hut an
ever-present poWer, waiting to be
used
There may be a cc "tam time inlife when we nee berme us a road
so wide that we can see Success
in the distance, but, nevertheless,there is always some Email path
awaiting us outside our doors And
Who knows but that the small path
may have a band in it not many
yards away and success be ac-
tually nearer than that seen on
the wide road.—Elsie L. Taylor.
TRY IT
Find out why
millions prefer
this Special-
Blend of fine
cooking fats to
any other short-
ening. regardless
of price! ... for
pan frying, deep
frying. delicious
cakes, hot
breads, et r.
FOR FLAKIER PASTRY
THAN YOU'VE
EVER BAKED BEFORE
Face Opportunity Counteracting FearDon't let opportunity stare you Knowledge is the antidotein the back instead of the face. fear.—Emerson.
CHEW LONG BILL NAVY TOBACCO
ag.11(11'
STATE
"Of,. I remember
no—you bougpt
a quart of
Quaker State
when we were
csst engaged!'
••
-
6.0 FAR THE&
BEFORE YOU NEED A QUART
Always adding oil? Then make
Ille"FirSt Quart" test. It's easy. Just
drain and refill with Quaker Stare.
Note the mileage. You'll find you
go farther before you have to add
the first quart. That's hekause
there's an • 'extra quart of lubri.ation
sum euell gailoft." The retail rice is
35d rel. quart. Quaker State Oil
Refining Corp., Oil Cary, Pa.
to
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Clothes That Look Part
NOW, Milady, that you•%•0seen all three, which
will you choose. the lovely
dance frock, aa easy-to-sew
runabind, model, or a slick
all around the clock dres.4 to flat-
ter your every move and moment'
Its a personal queetion but otie
pull surely want to toy with
since Sew-Your-Own makes the
ansv.. • ,
%fly Time After 8:30.
Tto• • •eate Hshion at tio• !.•ft
will ii neelea able
of your summer parties as only
los ely appearance can. Its he
picet.,: are young, cool and
sti For the Miss %Ow,.
Ittle!.••,t Center., about matinee le ,
meeen, there's a dashing shorter
sty'. it differs only in length. and
eitle.r will be picturesque in mar-
quee•tte, dimity, or organdie.
%Veen you're keeping 117 with
the Joneses, wear this stylish all
occasion dress. It will da great
things for you socially, and, flg-
tir.,.ively speaking. it will cut
on s from thoye hiLli spots and
neike you feel vounds light ee
Think of what that means to c
arid comfort when tlengs get
out your way. Dark sheer cr..
is the material that lends t u
charm to this creation.
Fore and Aft.
Easy to sew and always ready
to go is this new spectator frock
for e e, • ..-
wan'
this •
tor
to ss.
whether y •Cre beiled •
busee
1279 .
L.
(der
41,5ZI4
Ilemeinber summer clue depern $
upon the company your wardial e
keeps. Ile sure it's amply slits-
plied with cool cons en  nutI Sew-
The Patterns.
Pattern 1291 is desovIi.,1 in '4• •-s
12 to 20 i30 it VI bust Sire 14
Insnlire.‘ (i SOrd,. of 35 of :49 inch
material Sue' 14, walking length,
reluires ;vat ds
Pattern 1847 is desemed in sizes
52 it I! 11,.• 4"1
ft 12: .1 'I's
32 to 46. 1 1 4
yards of 35 itn•li mate: ell Itibbun
fer belt requires 1 yard.
Send your .wider to The Sewing
Circle Pattern Dept , ll.tni 1029
211 W. Wacker Dr., Chicago, Ill
Price of patterns, 15 cents (in
coins) each.
1. 
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CHERRY PUDDING
latifi,70 j,
tne
Se:ence and
the Home
EAST. weAnd our
life certainly • • rued- •
ern science. ie r ..l• •
ern e,.rnfort.: 'Ti' vee,
enterta.ns us, the ne..vena; or
which keeps us informed. . the
modern household appliar,•e:4, and
the first aids and home !,,n
standing by in o-ar medic:re cab-
inets to help us le minor emer-
gencies. All are aehievetnebts of
modern sceentific research
brought to us by our local mer-
chants.
On. T. B. Neely, Fort Worth, Texas
Cream tem Jew.. 1 /7:en f
heeitemee with = cep sear All
1 e,, di cep milk. ! tsp.
54 tsp. lerr.on extract. 1 •i t ed. salt.
13-4 cups flour. '2 te.s, belt i.e.:
der. Beat for 2 FIll:'.UteS. I ',,ar into
r eased shallow pan: sp•eld v,Ith
cup drair.ed ci,emes. Bake r:,!n-
Lt-s in a moderate o', 'a. Cut in
s•eeares :.nd serve warns ssIth ties
Blenfl (-tip
2 thsps. Ilour and s see!
I cep water. 2 tbses. jewel,"'
I ortereee. 2 thsps
nice and :1 cup cherries and •1:1,e.
COI sk ea Iv. st Irma! cu4staaLl},
teeee e te:
WHY IS MY NEW
f1.13 C3'11 t1KE A
PI -he JAR RAC?
JARPE-KO ERbuGBlig
United States
It ) our dealer cannot supply sou, send
20c with )our dealer's name fora Trial
Package of 48 genuine Pe Ku Jar
Rings, sent prepaid.
f. Rubber Company
6.'.m.dSh,',. o , 606, ' N•ff tort
Your Advertising Dollar
buys something more than space and circulation in
the columns of this newspaper. It buys space and
circulation plus the favorable consideration of our
readers for this newspaper and its advertising patrons.
Let us tell you more about it.
*a.
• •.•• a
• •••, • ••• • • • •  ••••
'lilt' COUNTY NFW`4
cii,um of Y.,L;1..t
Year H crochc? Charming Panel to Crochet
Pattern
'1 e's the ohatits of titan&
mother's tulle in this lacy panul
inset, a luminous bit of die." tin
fur your "best'. bedspread' Iii
string it Me:P.111ns 24 by 35 mi•live
hut goes quickly, for the ba.•k-
ground is in lace Marla It 15.111'
also be effective as a door I.... •
The stunning panel running heti ,
wise of the bolster may .19 ‘e
as a scarf. Crochet this beali'dol
design of humble, durable st:
or in finer cotton for smaller earl
els. In pattern 5790 you will find
detailed instructions and chili is
for making the panels shown; il-
lustrations of the panel and of
the stitches used; material net.
To obtain this pattern send 15
cents in stamps or coins (coins
preferred) to The Sewing Circle
household Arts 1)ept., 259 W.
Fourteenth St., New York, N. Y.
Please %% rite your name. ad-
dress and pattern number plainly.
7
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Mrs, Charles
Evans Huerhes
Frozen Strawberries.
Mash I quart strawberr.es. add
112 cupfuls of sugar and the auto
of a lemon, stand aside for one
hour, then add 1 pint of %sate!,
turn into a freezer and freeze
same as ordinary ice cream. Turn
the dasher slowly. Frozen straw-
berries may be serve,' in punch
glasses with a hit whipped
cream on top. or re •
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YOU SAVE in fuel costs. Tests made by leading
agricultural colleges prove that Firestone Cround (;rip
1 ire. sase up to 2"4,, in fuel.
YOU SAVE in time. ( ;round ('rip Tires enable you todrive your tractor taster with greater comfort and
etficienev. You save tip to 25ri. in time.
YOU SAVE hs reducing breakage and repairs. Ground('rip lire% cushion tractors and farm implements,
reduce jolts and jars.
YOU SAVE by doing better work. (;round Grip Tirestt ill not pack the soil and do not injure plants.
YOU SAVE u ith Firestone Patented Construction
Feattmes. Cum-Dipping saturates and coats every cotton
fiber in every cord in every ply, counteracting internal
friction and beat and providing the extra strength
necessary to stand the tremendous stresses anti strains of
traction pulling. The /interned construt•t ion of Two Eytta
Ltit•rs of Gum-Dipped Cords under the Treuti binds the
tread and cord body into one inseparable unit. The
ferrented tread design with deep cut, rugged bars is
' • • providing greatest t rac and drawbar pulL
YOU SAVE with the Firestone Cut-Down and Change-
Over U.heel Program. By this plan vour present
implement wheels can be cut down and flat steel rims ofuniform diameter welded to the ends of the spokes. Then by use of Firestone DemountableRims the tires can be taken off one machine anti put on another. You need only a few setsof tires to put all your farm implements on (;round (;rip Tires.
YOU SAVE in busing NOW as tire prices are advancing. The price of crude rubber hasgone up 110,,, and cotton more than 2ic,e during the past two Years. Call on tour nearestFirestone Implement 11,-aler • - Tire Dealer tar Auto Supply and Service Store today.
'THE GREATEST T!RE EVER MADEI
LTO SELL A r THESE LXV1 PRICES
Come ill. raamine a envw•secti,sn cut from a l'ireuone S!.indar.Ifor yourself how mt.,Ia extra value von sz.-r in the deer-cut. c. • . •',• Itread. 'l', 'ii ill agree that rs \ •s ar I',' I, hase •ou SCC-1 SO notch 
built-in mil., am! 
...dery at el() hide cao.The Fire Sarsaar.1
Tire is ma.le safer from blowouti
rsith the Firestone paterste.:
process of Cians-Diprits•.:. The
flatter tread vs ith more ir
rubber on ineroa,lgivealomzer
mileotze an.1 greater protection
against •kidsling. Firestone
sn tzne ooa all the... extra
•31.14-• because lint -stone
Stan.lar.I Tire* are built
Ill such large quantities
that great Sai.ings arc made
its prods's:lion.
IN.n't drive another dal,
en thin %sorts tires th.st are
.'or•ezerotii an.I mar a., 1,1' an
Join the Fireoone
Nen C A Life Campaign
eittdpeing s1111r 4; sr soith Fireatone
Standard 'II Ifir% l'Irt7
1,h4.111:. /...,
DON'T RISK YOUR LIFE
ON THIN WORN TIRES
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